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PREFACE

PHYSICS DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENTS at William Jewell College is an
attempt eo bring together in one volume a brief description, with pho-
tograplis, of demonstration equipment that has been purchased, assem-
bled, developed and used at William Jewell College during the past
twenty-five years.

The arrangement of the materials follows closely the freshman-le-
vel text by Harvey E. White, MODERN COLLEGE PHYSICS, 5th Edition,
1966, Iran Nostrand, and is related to the sophomore-level text by F.
M. Sears and M. W. Zemansky, UNIVERSITY PHYSICS, 4th Edition, 1970,

'Addison-Wesley. However, many,of the demonstrations presented may be
usedwith any one of the good freshman-sophomore-level college physibs
texts available in this country.

Appreciation is expressed to the Administration and Trustees of
William Jewell College, who through the years 'have provided db ade-'
quate yearly budget which has made available a continuing supply of
physics demonstration equipment. The generous gifts from-ehe E. S.'
Pillsbury family are acknowledged and appreciated.

Appreciation is also expressed to Professors Glen T. Clayton and
Roger C. Crawford, who have served as co-Wqrkers in the-department of
physics; and to Professors John L. Philpot and Charles Don Qeilker,
who have served as associates in the teaching of physics to students
at William Jewell College.

To the editors of the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIQS, THE PHYSICS
TEACHER, and SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS, appreciation is expressed
for their permission to reprint selected papers from their journals.
,To the author and co-authors of these papers: L. B. Ham, Glen T.
Clayton, Roger C. Crawford, Janet M. Whan, John W. Hilton,--Robert
Sandquist, Joseph W. Chasteen, and Wesley E. MoorWdeep appreciatiod
is expressed.

Deepes/ appreciation,is expressed to John and Robert, who through
the years with great enthusiasm for physics demonstrations, have in-
spired and helped in developing and presenting physics demonstration
experiments to interested individuals and groups in the midwest. My
deepest appreciation goes to Ruth, who for thirty years has shared in
this work with her time, patience, encouragement, interest, and deep
concern.

Wallace A. Hilton
August 25, 1970

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

The preparation and publication of this book was partially sup-
ported by a grant from the U.S. Office of Education, Department of
Health, Educatiqn and Welfare, through a faculty development gTant
from the Kansas City Regional Council on Higher Education (KCRCHE) and
William Jewell College.
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m-r,FUNDARENTAL UNIT4:, LENGTH, MASS,
TIME

M-la Length, Mass, Time -

Fig M-la showe models of these
three 'fundamental units: Lengths
shown are a meter stick and a
one-foot length. Maeses shown
are a slug, a kilogram-, .and a
3-gram piece. The lecture room
clock reads to 1/100 second.

M-lb Micrometer and Vernier Calipers

Demonstration micrometer cali-
per and a verhier caliper are
sh6wn in Fig M-lb.

M-lc Slide Rule and a Vernier Scale

These two demonstration 'pieces
are for use with thè overhead
projector-a This'makes it poss.,
ible for the eritire class to see
the instructor operate the slide
rule. The apparatus for teaching
the coere t-readriii of a vernier
scale is lso shown in Fig M-lc.

M-ld Time Signa s

Time signa s from the National
Bureau of Standards Radio Sta-
tion, WWV, ort CollinsColo-

la

rado, are re eive on the Phys-
ics Departme t's mateur radio
receiver (Fi M-A4 and then
sent to a sp aker 'vin the lec-
ture room (Fig M-10) where the
entire class m y hear%the time
signals and obs eve the various
wave forms on an ose4loscope.

'0 OV
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MECHANICS

M-le Greenwich and Sidereal-Tim4s,

PrOfessor C. D. Geilker has

placed tWo clocks at the front
of the lecture room, of which
one reads Greenwich time and

the other, reads sidereal time.,
These are on permanent displaye'
and are.shown in Fig M-le.

M-2 CONSTANT VELOCITY

M-2a Measurement of Constant Velocity

The apparatus consisSts of a

constant "speed motor with
wheel and axle attached by a

light string to a small toy

truck, -which is pulled across
the table at a constant veloci-
ty. The distance is measured
with a meter stick and a stu-
dent starts ana stops the large
clock. The students( then cal-
culate the average lielocity of
the truck.

,

M-3 UNIFORM ACCELERATION

M-3a The truck shown in Fig M-3a'is
accelerated by the gravitational
force on a 50-100 gram mass with

, the aid of two pulleys. The dis-
tance and the time are read and

HA,gac

24 measurement'
velocity

ULU

the acceleration is calculated''""""""""1""""""""i""""'i""""4"""m"""""
by the equation: x.= 0.5 at2. '

M-3b Acceleration Due to Gravity

This apparatus is a permanent
setup in one Corner of the lec-
ture room. An electromagnet
holds a small bteel'-ball near
the ceiling of the room. A
switch turns off the magnet ,and
starts the clock at the same
time. When the ball hits a

small 'box, which may be set at
several different levels, the

clock'stops. The, distance that
the ball falls is measured with
a meter stick and the time is
read to th'e nearest 1/1.00 sec-
ond. The acceleration due to

gravity is then calculated by
- the equation: y = 0.5 g

Uniform Ascoli

12
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M-30 DUff's Plane

A stee]: ig

hall has al

period of
about 0.6 ,r4

seconds ih

the Duff's
plane shown
in Fig M-3c.
The, plane
is covered
witb, chalk 4- Clock
duit. Then
one-end of 4-

the plane
is raised
about 2-3
inches and
the steel
ball is al-
lowed to

roll down
the plane
with the vibrating period of
about 0.6 second. The accel-
eration of the ball down the
plane may be calculated from
measurements of the distance
traveled by the ball during
each oscillation.

X

MECHANICS

M-3d Wire and Car

A wire about 6 meters in

length is stretched tightly
across the , blackboard as
shown in Fig M-3d. A small
car. with low friction wheels
is allowed to roll down the
wire. Marks one-meter apart
along the .wire are made on
the board.
A student operates the lec-

ture room clock and observes
the time for the car to accel-
erate through one meter. This
is repeated for 2 meters, 3 mA-
ers, 4 meters,.and 5 meters. The

acceleration is then calculated
and the results compared with the
theoretical value: a = g sin 0,
where 0 is the angle the wire
makes with the horizontal.

Pig
IV-3d

;Fire
4 Car

M-3e

it

The Air Track

The:method of obtaining the accel-
eration ofa car nioving down an
inclined .plane may also be done
with an air track asohown in Fig
M-3e.- A 0.01 second clock and a
scaler are available for the meas-

13



MECHANICS

.urement of the time. A meter
stick is used to measure the
distances. The experimental
value of the acceleration ob-
tained is compared with the
value obtained from the formu-

,

la: a = g sin 0 as explained
in the previous demonstration.

The technique involved in this't
and the previous two experi-;
ments has been described as
diluting gravity.

Os ft

'M-4 STROBOSCOPES

M-4a Motor DrivennStroboscopes

Another method of, measuring
time and motion in velocity
and acceleration experiments
is to use a stroboscope. Two
motor driven alits arq shown
in Fig M-4a. They run at a
constant angular velocity;
however, the number of slots
in the wheel may be varied.

A photograph of a bouncing
ping-pong ball taken with a
Polaroid camera through one of
the motor driven stroboscopes
is. shown in Fig M-40. Sharp-
er images of the 'ball may be
obtained when using the stro-,
boscope shown in Fig M-4b.

M-4b Electronic Strobe Light,

The General Radio Strobe shown
in Fig M-4b is useful for the
experiments already prlesented
on the measurement of kelocity
and acceleration. It has val-
ue in experiments with the air
table and air track. It is
also useful when measuring an-
gular velocities as Shown in
Pig M-4b*.

rf

Motor oily
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MECHANICS

M-5a The Feather and the Coin

In air, the acceleration due to gravity appears to be
less for a feather than for a coin; however, in a
vacuum the'acceleration due to gravity appears to be
the same for both objects and they will be seen to
fall together. This is a familiar deionstration and
may be presented with the long glass tube shown in
Fig M-5a. The vacuum pump is a permanent installa-
tion under the lecture table.

M-6 NEWTON'S FIRST LAW OF MOTION

M-6a The Tablecloth Experiment

Most students have tried to pull a cloth from a table
without moving a plate or dish. This procedure may be
demonstrated by pulling back on a spring, then releas-
ing it so as to hit a piece of cardboard upon which
is a steel ball. The force of the spring on the card
moves it quickly, but the ball remains in place.

M-6b Ball and Moving Car

A steel ball in a car
moving at constant velocity
is projected upward while
in motion. The ball
follows a path above the
car and then returns to the
car as shown in Fig M-6b.

M-6c Water Hammer

Water is enclosed in a vac-
uum bulb. When the bulb is
lowered rather fast, the
falling water strikes the
bottom with a click, and
sounds as if hit with a
solid.

M-6d A Body at Rest

This figure shows two small
masses suspended by a small
string. The string both
above and below ,the 100-
'gram mass is the same. When
a sharp jerk is given the
lower mass, which string
breaks? This is another
demonstration 'of Newton's
First Law of Motion.

1
.

Fig M-6a Tablecloth Fig M-6b"
Nevis*Experiment

.+

Fig M-6d

1/111.--.



MECHANICS

M-6e Hit the Nail on the "Head

Another demonstration of the
First Law is to have a stu-
dent hold a large book on his
head. Then have another stu-
dent place a 2-inch board on
top of the book and drive a
nail into the board.

the Nail on the "Pa'

M-7 NEWTON'S SECONDJAW OF MOTION

M-7a An Acceleration Experiment

The apparatus shown in Fig,
M-7a consists of a toy trucki
with the original wheels re-
moved and replaced with two

front axles trom a bicycle.
This reduces the friction'. A
'string is attached to the

truck, through two pulleys to
a small mass. This force ac-
celerates the truck across the
laboratory, table for about 150
cms. The time is observed and
the acceleration is calculated.

M-7b Another Acceleration Experiment

A similar experiment to M-7a
may be done using an air track.
This is shown in Fig M-7b.
Better resulta may.be obtained
since friction is less and
more accurate timing . devices

a:re available, such as a

Fig M-.7a

te

111

41k,

scaler with photo-detectors or a special
circuit .for starting and stopping the
1/100 second clock.

M-70 The Atwood Machine

The Atwood machine demonstrates an ap-
plication of Newton's Second Law. An
flair" pulley with low friction is mount-
ed about 6 feet above the floor.' Two

500-gram masses are attached to the ends ,
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Nadmirleir
of a long string which pass over the
"lair" pulley. A small mass (about 50
gramS) is added to one of the 500-
gram masses, and the acceleration'is
observed over a distance of 2 meters.
The time for the 2-meter trip ib mea-
sured by the clock, and the -theoreti-
-cal value of the acceleration is com-
pared with the experithental value ob-
tained.

M-8 NEWTON'S THIRD, LAW OF MOTION

M-8a Forces Exigt in Pairs

Fig M-8a llustrates Newton's Third
Law. The 900 grams of-mass is equal
tos 8.82-newtons as indicated on the
scale.

M-8b Train on a Circular Track

An electric.train on a circular track

illustrates NeWion's Third Law. The

train is moving counter clock-
,

wise and the t6pk is moving
.g

clockwise as seen in Fig M4b.

M-8c Mass Under Spring Tension

Fig M-8c shows a small mass
attached.to a spring and sup-
ported on a balance. The mass
is pulled dOwia and tied to the

. base with a string. A lighted
match burns0 the-string and re-
leases the mass. What happens
to the reading on the balance?

M-8d Falling Water

Fig M-8d shov4s a funnel above a
beaker on a balance. The bottom
of'the funnel is closed by a
rubber washer which is spring-
loaded and attached to the up-
per support With a light
string. The funnel is filled
with water and the balance is
adjusted for equilibriums A.

lighted match burns the string.
The water pours into the beak-
er. What happens to the left
side of the balance? Does-it go
up? Down? Stay the same? Watch
closely. Explain.

Fig*: ack

1 7
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M-8e The Monkey and the Coconut

The brief article be)low describes this experiment.

Reprinted from A?dERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIcs, Vol. 33, No. 8, 662, August 1965
Printed in U. S. A.

roe
M ON K EY

AP

T Ile

C 0 C 0 N UT

The Monkey and the Coconut:
0

A Demonstration

THE demonstration, The Monkey and the Banana,1
is similar tithe Monkey and Coconut demonstration

shown in Fig. 1. Here the yo-yo also represents the monkey,
but it is made of steel and was turned on a lathe. The
coconut is represented by a piece of steel with a mass
equal to that of the yo-yo. The two ball-bearing pulleys2
have low friction which aid in making an interesting and
worthwhile demonstratiop.

William Jewell College
Liberty, MissouriC406g

WALT.ACE A. linaoir

s R. C. 1ohnson, Am. 3. Phys. 33, 348 (1)65).
4. Vic. 1. The monkey and the coconut. 2 Central Scientific Company, Catalog 1-300, Item 75762.

14-9 NEWTON'S LAW OF UNIVERSAL
GRAVITATIOAt

M-9a The Cavendish Experiment
may also be done . as a

class demonstration. The
equipment shown, in Fig
M-9a is permanently locat-
ed in the lecture room.
The beam of light is re-
flected across the room to
a screen which is marked
oft in 10-cm lengths. The
apparatus must be adjusted
several hours before at-
tempting to do the. experi-
ment.

14-10 VECTORS

m-loa Vector Model

A. three-dimensional vector
model is Shown in Fig
141.0a and is useful as an
introduction to the study
of vectors.

1'00 4s 144 tin
Cq3 61 9' 411
) ree'

u
Jr '4
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M-10b Blackboard Vectors

The Chalk-board drafting machine
shown in Fig M-10b is very useful
in the drawing of large scale vec-
tor diagrams on the blackboard.
This machine is also verY helpful
in the teaching of geometrical op-
tics.

4-10c Force Tables and a Torque-Vector
Apparatus

Fig M-10c shows three types of ap-
paratus for teaching and demon=
strating vectors. The first is

the conventional force table,
which illustrates that the sum of
three (or more) forces in a plane
is equal to zero. The second dem-
onstrates that the sum of the

forces in three-dimensional space °

(x7y-z axes) is equal to zero.
The third shows that the'sum of Fig M-10c Three Dikicnsional

the torques of a system is P
Force Tableone Table Torque-

equal to zero. j. Vector
-

Fig M -lOb

4:cf,

M-10d A Spool That Obeys Orders

A spool that obeys orders is

shown in Fig M-100. A brief
paper describing -this spool is
reprinted below from THfL.

PHYSICS 'TEACHER, Vol_2, p. 139

(March 1964). 1

A Spool That Obeys Orders

Wallace A. Hilton
William Jewell College

Liberty, Missouri -
A demonstration with a large

spool that create s. interest in the
--physics" involved can 'be performed
as follows. A spOol (Fig. I) with a
kngth of 4" to 6" and with diam-
eters d and D that are approximately
3" and 6" may be turned on a lathe
or made up with wooden cylinders.
The dimensions are not critical. If
now a ribbon, is wrapped around the
smaller -cylindrical section end pulled
in the proper manner (appropriate
value. of 0) the spool will roil for-
ward, or backward or slide along a
table top. While innocently pullingt
the ribbon- at the proper angle pne:

-1

9



can give verbal instructions which
the spool obeys!
A problem for a class is. `'What

are the conditions for dach behavior
of the spool?".

The condition for
sliding is ex-
plained as follows:

Figure

A spool
that

obeys
e

EF =F cos 0- pN = 0(Eq 13mm

MECHANICS

V Er = Fr - pNR = 0 (Eq 2)

Equations 1 and 2 are based 9n Fig 2
and state plat the sum of the forces
in the.x-airection is equal to zero,
and that the sum oiltle torques is

equal to zero.

Now substitute the value of, p from
Eq 1 in Eq 2 as follows:

Fr = (F cos.0) R

and cos 0 = r/R

Thus for the sliding condition, the
cosine '-of the angle between the
string and the horizontal is equal
to the ratio of the radius of the
axle to the larger radius: r/R.

M-11 FRICTION'

M-11a Coefficient of Frdction
- -

The apparatus shown in Fig
:M-11a is useful for the :con-
ventiohal demonstration on
.the various types of
friction: starting, sliding,
rolling, etc.

Its best use.is for showing
the angle of uniform; slip and
then obtaining the coefficient
of either starting.or sliding .

friction by the formula:
p- = Tan 0

:where p is the coefficient
,of friction' and is the
angle of uniform slip.

(Eq.S)

(Eq.4-,)

SIDE VIEW

Fig,2 The Spool that ObemOrders

olf

Fig M-11a Coefficient of
Friction

10
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M12 .FLUID FLOW AND STREAMLINING

M-12a Ball in an Air Jet,
One method of demonstrating the

Bernoulli principle is to place a
ping-pong ball in a jet of air as
shown in,Fig M-12a.

M-12b ,The Blow Tube

Atiother way to demonstrate

Bernoulli's) principle is to

construct .a blow tube with a
,small spool and a,short tube
as shown in'Fig M-12b. A pin
is punched through a, small
sheet of paper 'and inserted
into the bottom (open) end of
the spool. Blowing on the pipe
will produce the Bernoulli ef-
fect on thetop Aide or the
paper, thus holding the paper
to the spool. You may have to
prove to some students that you
are blowing and nót sucking.

M-12c Bernoulli's Pvinciple
Apparatus

This apparatus demOnstrates
the relationship between velo.
city and pressure in a stream
'of air. Manometers are locat-
ed at 4 different places along
the tube and the pressuPe is
compared with the velocity,of
the air stream at these points.

Compressed air from ,the outlet
on the lecture desk is used
for the demonstration.

Care must be used in adjusting
the pressure in order to
keep the liquid in the mano-
meters.

Fig 14-12a

Fig M-12b

4
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PRCWCTII4 MOTION

14-13a Shooting.the Monkey

The familiar "Monkey and
Hunter" experiment bay be'.

demonstrated with the items
shown in Fig M-13a. The tin
can represents the monkey,
and the tube with ball bear-
ing is the blow-gun. The
canis held by an electro-
magnet which is about 7 ft.
abOve the floor. The gun
is pointed at the can. An :

electrical sWitch turns off .

the electromagnet aS .:the

ball leaveS the gun.. The
ball hits the can..The required'

7

6 volts is on the lecture desk
and the electromagnet and wire
are permanently installed in

the room. It is a "must" demOn-
ttration and is easily setbp.

4-13b Falling Ball and a Horizontally
Project-ed Ball

Fig M-13b shows apparatus tb

project a ball horizontally at
the same instant that another .
ball falls verticalli. Both

.. hit the floor simultaneously.

, M-13c Spring-Gun Ballistic Pendulum

The apparatus shown in Fig
M-13c is useful for determin-
ing the initial velocity of a
projectile by use of a bal-
listic pendulum:

: .

M.,13d Water Drop 'Parabola Demon-
strator

12

This apparatus demonstrates
the parabolic path of a wa-
ter jet. The individual
drops will appear to stand
still when using the GR
stroboscope shown in Fig
M.4b. Proper adjustment of
the stroboscope may also
cause the drops to appear to
move slowly in either direc-
tion.

MIL 0*-

2 2
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M-14 CONSERVATION OF ENERGY: WORK
AND POWER

M-14a Conservation pf Energy (1)

Three curved tracks are shown
in .Fig 14-14a. A steel ball

is placed-at the top', of each
track and each rises to,about
'the same height at the other
end of the track (neglecting
friction and rotational ener-
gy). On the fourth track, the
ball has all kinetid energy
as it Continues -to roll on-
the level track.

M714b Conservation of Energy (2)

A leimilar .experiment I; to
hang a,heavy bowling ball by a
h6avy string to .the ceiling.
Have a student hold the ball
at the tip of the nose and
then let it swiig. This is a:
test of the student's belief
in the law of conservation qf
energy. The student should be
advised not tO push'the ball, 111'

but just to let it go.

M-14c Gears, Wheel, and.Axle
\

Fig M-14c shows the PIC-Kit
(M304A) for demonstrating
torque, . gear trains, etc.,

*and a wheel-and-axle.

M-14d Pendulums

Fig M-14d shows three- pendu-
lums: one a 66-cm rod, the I

second a 99-cm stick pivoted
at 66 cms from the lower end,
and the third a steel ball

supported by a string, with°
.the length of the, string plus

the radius of the ball equal
to 66 ems. *The period of the
first and eecond pendula are
compared to the third. Then
the 99-cm stick is pivoted at
"one -end ahd its period com-
pared to the' period of the
simp/e pendulum. The experi-
mental values'may b compared
to the theoretical v lues.

a

Fig )1-10

M- 14c

ety
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M-14e Conservation of
Energy Toy and
an Oscillating
Mass on End of
Spring -

Fig M-14e
shows a toy
bind that has
been lifted to
the top )of a
smooth rod and
thus given po-
tential energy
= mgh. The toy
is made so that
the bird slow-
ly saides down
the "rod, giv-
ing up- energy"
to friction and
to sOund energy
as the bird pecks on the
rod.. The bird also, picks
up kinetic energy. It's
an instructive toy. Also
snown in- this Figure is a°
student-made unit, except
that the bird is replaCed
by a loded spring which
slowly slides down a taller
rod. 1

This figure also shows
a mass on the end of a
spring which is useful' for
demonstrating conservation
of energy, transfer of en-
ergy (kinetic to potential,
etc), and -simple harmonic
totion.

M-14f Other. Types of Pendulums

Shown in Fig M-14f is a
"Variable G Pendulum"
vlhich demonstrates the
change in period with
change -in the acceleration
due to gravity. .The effed-,
tive value of*g changes as
the plane of vibration
moves through an angle
U. Also shown in the fig-
ure are two. Wilberforce's
pendulums, one of which is
muoh larger than the other.

MECHANICS

14

Fig M-14d I
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14-a1lki Rotational Harmonic Motion 1

(Welch) ,

In this experiment the poteh-
tial energy stored in a spring
is used to produce rotational 1

harmonic motion and to study '

angular momentam and moment
of inertia.

M-15 MOMENTUM

M-15a Introductory liemonstrations

Fig M-15a presents five pieces
of equipment for demonstrating '

the conservation of momentum:
(1) Two Steel balls of equal
mass supported by two strings;
(2) five steel balls;-(5) sfic
pool balls held .by strings;

(4) V-trough with -six steel
balls'in arrangement to roll
balls down an inclined plane;
and (5) air-gun with wooden
block (with paraffin center)
for determining the velocity
of a bullet,from the gun.

g,

M-15b, Bowling Balls

M -15c

This demonstr!ation -consists

of two 1,powling balls for a
momentum demonstration.

Conservation of Momentum

This experiment consists of a
long board (with stops on
,each end) which is balanced .

near the center on two small
1"' x 1" x 12" boards, TWo
spring-loadee cars, ' each
bolding one or more bricks,
are placed at the center of
the board.Alprings are
released, the cars move in

opposite directions, nd ,the

board stays balanced', thus

demonstrating the co

vation of momentum. The ex-
periment may be-repeated wit
2 bricks on 'one car and one
brick on the other.

ISa Momentum Expo41
4

(I) (2) (i.

(5)

15



M-15d "Dry-Ibe" Pucks

Three,"dry-ice" pucks to be
used on a plate-glass-cover-
ed table in the lecture mom
are available for collision
demonstrations.

M-15e. Air Track Experiments

1. Fig M-15ea shows an air
track with two cars of.edual
mass. The one on the right
is approachink the one on
the left,,which is station-
ary.6 After impact, Car' 12

moves at sbout the same velo-
city' as 'Car 1 'did before-im-I

pact,: thus demonstrating the
conserVation of momentUm. -The
Ealing xenon-strobe Waa ueed
at a Trequehoy.of 10 Hz.

law Fig M-15eb shows the ac-
celeration of a car down an
inclined air track. The
strobe frequency was 10 Hz.
The acceleration of the oar
may be calculated. A meter
stick may,be seen below the
strobe. data. (Ealing ,Air
Track & 4tr0e),

.

M-15f. Air,Table Experiments
Two. ezper4lents are shown
using an Ealing Air Table
.and .Strobe. "A Polaroid cam-
era is also s own (Fig M-15f)
1. ,A con rvation of momen-
tum eXperiment is shown in
Fig M-15fa. Here an air puck
with reflector moves 4acroSs
the table'and strikes anoth-
er puck. -Feom the xecord it
is possible for 1Mie student
to calculate the momentum be-
fore and after impact.
2. Angillar acceleration may
be calculated from the data
shown in Pig M-15fb. A mass
of 100 grams'is attached by a

- string (over a py11ey) to a
1630-gram Solid disk of 15 cm
radius. The theoretical angu-
lar acceleration mak be cal-
culated and compare0 to the
experimental value. - The
strobe frequenoy Was 10 Hz.

16

imusem.
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Fig Mg-15eh Acceleration-Down an Air Track!
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M-15g Moving the Air Track'and the
Air Table

Our air, track and air table are
.

usually kept :in a laboratory but
are easily moved to the lecture
room as described in the follow-
ing brief article reprinted.from
the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS,
Vol 36, March 1968.

Moving the Air Track
N air, track1-2 with its many. attachments is
a useful, but bulky, piece of equipment to

move around the labOratory and froth classroom
to.laborato% This transportatiop problem caii
be made much easier by the construction of a
table with space for the air source and open
sbelves for the attachments. The table IS then
mounted on four large rubber swivel castors.2
Such a table with air track and various attach-,
ments is shown in Fig. 3. One of the values oi

.
r ,

I 4reis 4.i.p

x
9+

ALL

M-16 CIRCULAR MOTION

M-16a Demonstration of the Radian

A large wheel about 3 feet in dia-
meter'is arefully divided into 6
60v angles, shown in Fig M-16a.
Itu is mounted on a ball-bearing
axle and attached to a stand. A,
string is used to mark off radii
along the circumference, thus dem-
onstrating that there are 2n ra-
dians.in a circle.

M-16b Circular Motior!

Three.devices are shown which may
help to idemonstrate circular mo-
tion: (1) The rotation of a small
&lain cause;it to form a circle;
(2) A" loop-the-loop; and (3) A
coat hanger. For (3), place a
dime en the base arld rotate the
han6i, about your first finger.
It takes a little practice.

. FIG. 3. Air-track table.

such an arrangement is that the air track, blower,
and attachments for doing various experiments
and demonstrations are kept together and easily
moved from 'the laboratory to the classroom.

WALIAM BUM/
9'

Wilkam feWell College
Lthert9, Missouri 84068

The Ealing Corporation, Cambrklge, Mass. 02140.
Item No. 33-000.

Macalaster Scientific Co., Waltham, Mus. 02154;
"Item No. 11000.

3Ditect Systems Corporation, S39. Ellicott Street
Buffalo, N. Y. 14203. Item No.

17
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Mr160 Circular Motion (1)

Fig M-16c shows three demon-
strations on circular motion:
(1), Two jars: filled with
water have two corks tied by
strings to the:base. The

jars are connected by a mgtal
°bar and set on a small llar.

. When the car is given a quick
4alsb, the balls move forward.
(2) The jars are now moved to
another stand and rotated
about their center of mass.
The balls now move toward the
center. (3) A small circu-
lar chain is placed around a
wheel which is attached to a
motor drive. At full speed
the chain is forced off the
wheel and moves across the
table (or door) in a circle
for seiteral feet before col-

* lapsing.

M:-.16d Circular Motion (2)

Fig M-16d also shows three
demonstrations on circular

motion: (1),The semicircular
tube is Tilled with water
with a spherical cork float-
ing at each end. °When rotat-
ed, the corks move down the
tube. (2).Lighted candles in
plastic cylinders are rotated
about their center of mass.
The flame moves toward the

center. (3) Water, a cork,
and a steel ball are, placed
in a circular dish ar0 rotat-
ed. The student is asked to
predict What happens,

M-16e Circular Motion (3)

Centripetal force apparatus,
Which is usually used as a
laboratory experiment, ie

shown in Fig M-16e.

M-16f Circular Motion (4)

A Cenco Waft's governor is

shown with valve regulating
gear. This illustrates an
application of centripetal
force. As the angular speed
increaseslIthe valve closes. ,

18
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4-17 KEPLER'S LAWS

M-l7a Construction of an Ellipse

An ellipse may be constructed
by using two nails, a string,
and, a pencil as shown in Fig
M-17a.

M-l7b Elliptical Path from Air
Table Puck (1)

A strong magnet is placed under
the air table and a magnetic air
puck' with pin-point source of
light traces an elliptical path
as shown in Fig M-17b.

M-17c Elliptical Path from Air
Table Puck (2)

L

With a strobobcoPe the distance
traveled during each tike inter-
val is recorded on film. This,
demonstrates that equal areas are
swept out in equal time inter-
vals, as shown in Fig M-17c.
See THE PHYSICS TEACHER, Vp1 8,

24!,4-48.)

M-17d Escape Velocity

After presenting the derivation
of the equation.for "escape vel-
ocity," some teachers and some
clasdes may find it amusing tO
see a demonstration on "Escape
Velocity." The apparatus, .

shown in Fig M-17d, is placed on,
he lecture room table before the
class enters. the water is
poured into .the can. THE CAN
HAS A SMALL HOLE IN IT AND THE
WATER IMMEDIATELY FLOWS INTO A
SHALLOW PAN UNDER THE BLACK
BOX. The instructor carefully
picks up the tin can by the
heavy strings attached to it,
then carefully starts it swing-
ing in a vertical circle and
increases its angular speed to
a maximum, then announces ta
tile'class that the can (AND WA-
ITE) shas reached "escape velo-
city.", He Oen carefully lets
it come to rest. Then he turns
the can Over and no water pours

Fig M-17a

Fig M-17b

Fig K-17c

1 9
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out, THUS DEMONSTRATING THAT
ESCAPE VELOCITY WAS ATTAINED.
It's a joke but students seem
to enjoy this change of pace.

M-18 CENTER OF MASS

M-18a Center of Mass Apparatus (1)

Three pieces of equipment are
shown in Fig M-18a: (1) A
50-grám and.a 100-gram mass
are supported on a meter
stick with the fulcrum at the
center of mass; (2) A. toy
horse with rider and lead
weight -are 'suppôrted' at the
center of mass; and (3) A
small double-cone-shaped
piece of wood appears to roll
uphill (however, its center of

'masa is moving downhill).

M-18b Center of Mass Apparatus (2)

Several pieces of equipment
for demonstrating center of
mass are shown in Fig M-18b:
(1) Leaning Tower of Pisa, (2)
three disks with movable and
stationary centers- of mass,
and (3) vArious,smaller items.

a

.M-19 _MOMENT OF INERTIA; ROTATION

M-19a GyroscoPes,

Six types of gyroscopes are
shown in Pig M-19a. They may
be used in various ways to
demonstrate,priAciples of the
gyroscope, including preces-

_ sion and rigidity in space.

M-19b Gyrospopes; Moment of
Inertia

hown in Fig M-19b are (1) two
magnetic gyroscopes, (2) Max-
well's Wheel, and (3) ring and
disk moment-of-inertia appara-
tus.,

11.1.1.111.ffilm6"1"""nril
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M-190 Moment of Inertia: Ring
and Disk

The ring and disk shown in
Fig M-19b are placed at the
top of an inclined plane. Each
has the same mass and," being'
at the same level, each has'
the same pOtential energy.
When released, the disk rolls
down the inclined 'plane faster
than the ring. Students are
asked to pre,dict which will go
faster. Their decision should
be based on their understand-
ing moment of inertia and the
conservation of 'enerigy. .The
result i shown.inkFig M-19c.

M-19d Simple o at Pendulum

Fig M-19d shows a simple Fou-
cault pendulum. When the pen-
dulum-is set into vibration

*. ana the support is rotated,
the pendulum swings in the
original plane. .

M-19e Magnetic-driven Foucault
Pendulum

Tills pendulum is on permanent
exhibit as, a corridor dem-
onstration and 4is described
by C. L, Strong in SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN, Vol. 210, %Feb.
1964, pp 132-1391

M-19f Precessibn (1)

A bicycle wheel wrapped with
Nb. 9 iron wire serves as a
gyroscope for a student on a
pivoted stool. When the
gyroscope is raised overhead,
the student rotates through
90 . 'Lowering the gyro-
scope to its original posi-
tion 'causes rotation in the
other direction. This is an
example of precession. See
Fig M-19f.-

M-19g Precession (2)

The gyroscope, made from the
front wheel of a bicycle, is
placed on a ball-bearing

-.
Fig M-19c Ring 4 Disk...

Fig M-19d Foucault
Pendulum

F Tang

,t

Fig M:19e
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pivot at the top of a ring stand.
0 The gyroscope then precesses about

the vertical-axis.
-

M-19h Precession (3)

Probably the cheapest way to demon-
strate precession is to cut a Circle
from a, piece of cardbo4rd, then
driire a.nail through its Center and
into the end of a small stick. Plac-
ing a finger ,(or light forne) at any
point on tile rotating Oisk will
cause it to precess. (SeelFig M-19a
E-23)

M-19i Conservation of'Angular Momentum

The conservation Of angular momen-
tum may be demonstrated by having
a student sit on a stool pivoted
on ball bearings and hold weights
in the outstretched hands.; While
rotating &lowly, bring the hands
(with weights) in toward theJbody.
The angular velocity increases,

consistent with the equation
I co =I w
1 1 2 2'

M-19j Elasticity and the Coefficient
of Restitution

Fig M-19j shows these items: (1)

three rubber balls of various
degrees of. elasticity, (2) "sil-

ly" or "bouncing" putty, (3) co-
efficient of restitution appara-
tus, (4) carborundum and tw6

Bologna bottles, and (5) several
Prince Rupert Drops. Items 4 and
5 are helpful in demonstrating
the surface tension of glass.

M-19k Free ?all Paradox''

The apParatus for demonstrating
'a free fall 'paradox is shown in
Fig 4-19k. Its explanatia- in-
volves several principles from
mechanics and is described in
the following,brief paper which
is reprinted from THE PHYSICS
ACHEg, Vok 3, Oat. 1965, pp.
23-324.

22
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M-19k, Free Fall Paradox continued

Free Fall Paradox

Wallace A. Hilton
William Jewell College

Liberty, Missouri

Tile' "Falling Chimney"Free Fall
ParadoxVin which a ball is placed

at one end of a uniform stick which
is pivoted at the other end and making
an angle of about 300 with the hori-,
zontal may serve as an interesting
demonstration on torque, angular ac-
celeration and moment of inertia.2
In the demonstration, the elevated end
of the stick is released and the ball
drops into the cup which is located as
shown in Fig. 1.

If the stick is uniform and one may
neglect the mass of the cup, the mo-
ment of inertia of the stick about the
lower end is

t = 1/3 mL2 (1)
where m Kthe mass of the stick, and
L is its length. The acceleration of
the moving end of the stick is given
by

a=La (2)
where a is the angular acceleration.
The torque, T, on the stick is

T = I a= mgcos() (3)
2

where' e is the acceleration due to
gravity and 0 is the angle the stick
makes with the horizontal. This de-
creases A the stick falls.

MECHANICS

Substituting the value of I from
Eq. 1, and a from Eq. 2 into Eq. 3,
one finds that the acceleration of the
falling end of the stick along the tan-
gent of its path is given by

3
a=,gcos9 (4)

2
:and 'the vertical component of this
acceleration is

av= 3/2icos20. (5)
Thus the end of the stick has a

greater acceleration downward than
the ball only when cos.0 is greater
than A/ (2/3) or wheu 0 is about 350
or less.

1 R. M. Sutton, Demonsfration ,Experi-
ments in Physics, lvfcGrawsnill, 1938;
page-89,

2 1'. A. Constantinides, Experiments on
Torque, Angurar Acceleration, and Mo-
ment of Inertia, Am. Jour. Phys., Vol. It

4 254-57.

CUP
BALL

Figure 7. Arrangement abaft, cup and sack In order t demonstrate the free fall paradox.
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MECHANICS

M-191 The Conical Pendulum

The following paper is ,re--

printed from AMERICAN JOURNAL
OF PHYSICS, Vol 31, _p 5E,

January 1963:

Another Version of the Conical Pendulum

M-20 -LIQUIDS AND SOLIDS

M-20a Density

Fig M-20a presents several small
pieces of demonstration equipment
which are helpful in presenting
this topic to beginning students.
They are: (1) a siphbn, (2) Cart&
sian diver, (3) 'demonstration of
wood density; (4) salt, two den-
sity balls and beaker, (5) frozen
paraffin, and (6) a 1-liter cube.

WALLACE A. HILTON
William Awn College, Liberty. Miggogri

Pr HE construction and use of a conkal pendulum has
been presented in a recent AAPT Apparatus Com-

mittee report.1 Less shop time is required to construct the
conical pendulum shown in Fig, 1. Here the main bearing
is made from a front axle of a bicycle wheel. The bearings
are placed at eaCh end of a 2-in.-diam aluminum rod, whkh
is 2 in. long. A hole is bored through the center of the axle,
through which 'a vertical string passes to aulittached mass.

_
FIE. 1. A conical pendulum with the bearings made

from a front axle of a bicycle wheel.

This design of a conical pendulum has proved to be a
satisfactory and useful demonstration and laboratory piece
for the introductory courses.

1 R. 6. Mircley, Am, J. Phys. 30, 221 (1962).
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14-20b Pressure

The devices shown in Fig M-20b
show that the pressure in a li-
quid varies with depth:\ (1) Here a
small funnel covered with rubber
is lowerecU into a

, container of
water and the pressure is.detect-

, ed on the manometer which is

Pig M-20'

connected by a rubber tube. (2)

The bottle is filled with water
and the change in pressure with
depth is observed by the horizon-
tal distances tftat the three
streams re projected in a hori-
zontardirection.
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MECHANICS

M-20c ArohiMedW Principle

In this demOnStration tne buoyant
force of the water is used to de-
termine the density of a metal
cylinder.. The volume of the water
which overflows is equal to'-the
Volume of thecylinder.. The four
steps in the experiment for demon-
strating Archimedes' prinCiple
are as follows:

1. The metal cylinder is placed in a cup; the
fit is a tight one. The vertical depth of the cylinder .

is noted. The cup is suspended from one arm of an
equal arm balance and weights are added to the
other arm until balance is achieved.

2. The metal cylinder is removed from inside
the cup and is hung frorn a hook on the bottom of
the cup. The balance is preserved.

3. A beaker of water is raised until the metal
cylinder (not the cup) is immersed. The balance is

destroyed.
4: Water is poured into the cup to the same

depth as had been occupied by the cylinder. The
balalice is now restored.

M-20d The Hydraulic Ram

This model of a hydraulic ram
shows how wgter may Ile caused
to rise to a level higher than
its source of supply. The
apparatus is a. diffil
cult to operate, but with the
right touch, it will .tork.

M-20e Hydraulic Press (Welch)

This hydraulic pressdevelops
a 5000-pound force to measure
the breaking force ona small
board or the compressiOnal
force on a large spring as I
shown in Fig M-20e.

M-21 SOAP BUBBLES, THIN FILMS,
SURFACE TENSION

M-2Ia Surface Tension and Soap

Films

The demonstration items in Fig
M-21a include a beaker of li-
quid soap and 8 wire devices
for exhibiting . thin soap
films.
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MECHANICS

A funnel and two pipes for
blowing-soap bubbles aee also
shown. (See C. V. Boys, SOAP
BUBBLES, Doubleday)

M-21b Vacuum Deposition of Thin
Metallic Films

ThOse students who plan .to

rnajor in physics may want'to
see the vacuum system that
is used in the independent

study and research program
for thedeposition of thin.metal-
lic films. The system is shown in
Fig M-21b.

M-22 GASES AND'FLUIDS

M-22a Density of Air

A spherical container is weighed on
a balance. The air is then pumped

out of the container and it is
'weighed again. The balance shows a
loss of weight of about one gram.
The optical system shown makes it

-N possible -to project an image l'of
the pbinter of the balance on the
classroom screen, so the entire

class may see that there is a loss
of.weight wher the air is-removed.

M-22b Barometers and MagUeburg
Amispheres

Fig M-22b shows three pressure sen-
sing devices: (1)-a mercury barom-
eter with a tall bell jar for re-:
ducing the,pressure surround-
ing the barometer, (2) two an-
eroid barometers, and (3),two
sets of Magdeburg hemispheres.°

M-22c Buoyant Force of Air

(Leybold)

A small-mass anea large bulb
are suspended in air on -a
balance. The balance reads
zero. The mass and the bulb
are placed under a.bell jar

4 and the air is removed. The .

bulb,fldropsu since there is
now no buoyant force due to
the, air. So,w1hich has the
greater mass: a pound of
feathers or a pound of

rocks? See Fig M-220.
26



M-22d Force on an Evacuated Can

Air may be pumped. out of a
one-gallon paint can and ttie

c1'a4s will see the can col-
lapse; or the oan may be evae-
uated by putting a sma 1
amount -of, water ,in thel n
.and heating it to the bbili g
"point as shown in Fig M-22d. A
stopper closes the openin$.
Water is then poured bn the
can, condensing the steam, ahd
the pressure of the air col:-
lapses the can.

MECHANICS

M-22e Density,of Air and Pascal's
Vases

The relative density of hot
and cold air is demonstrated
by heating one of the- cans
shown in. Fig M-22e, -causing
the air to expand. Thus some
of the air leaves the can and
the scale no longer reads
zero. Pascal's vases H
demonstrate -that pressure is

proportional to the depth of. "I
4is

ft_

37

Fig M-22e
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the liquid and-independent.of
the volume and area of the
surface of the liquid.

M-22f Pumps, Hydraulic Lift

Fig M-22f shows .five demon-
stration pieces: (1) squint>.
rium tubes, (2) spiral pump,
(3) lift pump, (4) force
pump, !Ind (5) hydraulic'lift.

14-22g Capiilary Af)paratus

Two pieces of capillary appa-
ratus and a set of Capillary
tubes are shown in Fig ML22g.

M-22h Capillary Tubes °

A set of seven capillary
tubes is used with ap optical

a

system to project an'image of
the tubes on the classroom
screen.

28

M-22i Molecules in Motion

An evacuated glass tube contains
a small amount of mercury and
some small colored glaSs. chips.
When the mercury is hsated, some
of it goes into the vapor state.
The molecules of mercury'have ra-
ther high speeds as indicated by
the rapid movement of the color-
ed glass chips. The optical sys-
tem shown in Fig M-22i_makes it
pPssible to project this molecu-
lar motion on the classroom
screen and it is then easily vis-
ible to the entire class.
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M-Urdwniat Motion:

'.A 01411.' smoke chamber is
placed under, a microscope.,,

Thd bombardment of the -Smoke ,

partiole$ IbY 4ir-MoleoUles ig k
indicated by the random.move-:.

, merit of -the smokepartieles4'
The apparatUs is'shown in Fig

p,

:M-23 WEATHER (MeteorOlogy)

M-23a Relative Huradity

-Three types of hygromptera!
are shown in Fig M-23a:'' (1)
sling psychrometer, (2) wet-
and-dry bulb hygrometerl and
'0) a dtal-thermdmetertype
hygrometer.

M:23b'Mechanical, Gas Modtl and
' Cloud Chambers

'Fig M-23b shows a mechanical
gas model, (H54C) and two

. cloud chambers. The larger
- one consists.of a gallon jug .

with a small amount of water
and methyl alcohol in it. In
order to° have condensation
nuclei, a small amount of

. smoke is introduced into the
bottle. A rubber stopper is
inserted in the bottle as
shown in Fig M-23b. Air is
forced into the bottle until
the stopper )umps out and a
white cloud appears in the
bottle due'to tbe Cooling by
expansion of the air in the
bottle.

Pig 111-22j

Brownian Natio

M-230 Weather-Maps :

the United ,States Department
of COmmerce's 1)aily Weather
Maps are receive4 each week by
the physics- department and are
aVailable td staff and stu-,

dents: for use in the class-
room and laboratory'.

Several large-scale weather
--J'maps are Available'for class-,

room use See F1 g14-230. !

74
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117-1 TEMPERATURE

o H-la TherMocouples

A chrdmel-alumel pyrometer
is the,basis for thia ther-

, mometer which is calibrated
from "0 F to 2000°F, and
may be used to .measure the
t-emperature of the flame
from a laboratory burnee, Also
shown ,are several 1.ron-Conitant and
,chromel-aluniel thermocouples which
are connected '_ to a galvanometer.
Heatidg the "junction of the two met-
als Will cause a deflection 'on the
galvanometer.

H-lb Thermocouple Magnet

A Bunsen linPner. is used to ; heSt one
junction( df a thermocOupole as shoWn
in Fig The thermocouple
net at, the time the photograph was
taken. was -holding a mass or 13 kilo-
grams or'abOut 29 pounds:,

. EXPANSION IN METALS AND LIQUIDS ,

H-2a Equipment shown in Fig H-2a
includes: (1)-ice bomb, '(2) a
pulse glass, (3) air thermome-
ter, (4) ball and ring for dem-
onstrating , thermal expansion,
(5) bimetallic strip, '(6) ball
and ring, and (7) water. thermo-
meter.

0H-2b Linear'Expansion

A wire heated by, an electric
current will ,expand. In the
wire used yith the equipment
shown in If'ig H-2b, a POwerstat
varied 'from 0 to 30 volts A.C.
through a 3;-ohm resistor will
cause a significant change in
the length of the wire.. If

7 about 26-gauge iron wire is
used the recalescence of iron
which occurs at thea Curie
temperature may be observed.
(LeRoy Weld, A TEXTBOOK OF
HEAT, Macmillan, 1948, pp
378-79.)
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H-3 HEAT TRANEFER

HL3a Conduction, Convection and
Radiition

/

Three simple 'devices are
shown in Fig H-31 to demon-
strate conduction, conVection
and radiation. In the con-
duction experiment, each of
the six cups at the end of
the six rods are filled with
paraffin. Heat is applied at
the center and the melting of
the.paraffin,is a measure of.
the conductivity of heat.
For convection, a candle ie
dighted under one chimney.
Use.smoke'to demonstrate the
convection currents. For ra-
diation effect's, a, heat lamp
is pointed, toward the two
therMometers. One will show
a greater increase in tem,r

perature than the other.p:

.H-36, Radiation (1).

At the-left in Fig H-3b is a
Leybold Radiation screen. On

'one side is polished metal
with a black letter L. The
other side is coated wip
6thermochrome paint-., The ap-
paratus demonstrates the ab-
sorption' of thermal radia-
tion. The apparatus on the
right in the photograph con-
sists of a radiometer and two
pieces of glass, one opaque
and the other clear and heat-
absorbing. ,A source of in-
frared is to the right. The
abeorption of heat' by the
clear glass Sand the trans-
mission of heat by'the,opaque
glass is demonstrated.

H-3s Radiation .(2)

A heat source near the 4,"ocal
Ooint of a reflector reflects
thermal radiation across the
table to another concave re-
flector where it 4 focused
on a radiometer which is used
as a detector of the radia-
tion.

HEAT
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H-4. KINETIC THEORY OF GASES

H4a Avogadro's Number,

When deriving equati9ns for the
kinetic theory of gases, it is
useful to have a box of gas. A

convenient size is 22.4 liters
which at normal temperature and,
pressure contains Avogadro's
number of molecules. tuch a
box,is shown in, Fig M-4a.

H-5 'THERMODYNAMICS AND HEAT ENGINES

,

H-5a Heat,Engines (1)

HEAT

Shown in Fig M-5a are three

types of heat engines: (1)

Hero's engine,. S2) steam gun,
and (3) friction gun. The steam
gun requires, water. and the

fridtion gun requires ether.

H-5b Heat Engines (2)

Fig M-5b shows (1) a model of a
steam locomotive, (2) a model
of a gasoline engine, and (3) a
working model of a steam engine
which furnishes power for a

small electric generator.

R-5c Fire *rtnge.

Three.fire syringes ars shown
in Fig M-50. This equipment
demonstrates the heat generat-
ei by air compression, in that
a small piece of cotton will be
ignited When the air is com-
pressed very rapidly. it is
difficult to get. tt to workr
but it can be done.

H-5d Boiling Water at Reduced
Pressures and at 50:C

Tfiis is a dangerous demonstra-
tion and much care must be ta-
ken as there is danger of an
implosion. Take ,a ROUND bottom
flask and fill it about, one-
third.fall with water and then
heat to boiling. Insert a ther-
modeter in a rubber stopper,
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and insert it in the mouth
of the flask, then rotate it
18Gu and place in a .ring
stand as shown in Fig M-5d.
When cold water is poured
over it, the vapor condenses
and .forms a partial vacuum
causing the water to boil'.

This will continue until the .
temperature of the water has
been reduced to 45 - 504'

degrees C. DO NOT USE A
FLAT BOTTOM FLASK AS IT IS
SURE yo BREAK.

H-5e Geyser Demonstration

A geyser Consists of inter-
mittent jets of heated water
arid steam.

Natural geysers, such as Old Faithful
at- Yellowstone National Park, are
caused by subterranean water coming
in contact with very hot "rocks, and
then generating steam in such a rapid
way that free circulation of the
water is prevented.

The demonstration equipment is Shown
in Fig H-5e. It requires much heat
and a large burner.

HEAT

It is a rattler messy experiment and
is not recommended unless help is
available to clean up the mess;'nhow-

, ever, it does work, and students
like it.

H-5f Thermodynaqic Surfaces

The two thermodynamic, sur-
faces shown in Fig H-5f will
be helpful when teaching this
part of thermodynamics. They
are also.helpful in explain-
ing 12-V-T diagramp.

33-
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S-1 8I4LE HARMONIC MOTION

S-1A Mass, (Al End of a Spring

8ee Experiment M-14e.

S-lb 'Simple Pendulum

See-Experiment M-14d.

S-10 Foucault Pendulum

See Experiment M-194 and

0

§-id Lissajous Figures'

Lissajous' figures
may be produced
when two vibrat-
ing imotions are at

right angles to
each 'other. The
equipment int Fig
S-ld projects a
beam of light
through two
slits, each of
which Is moving
at 900 with
respeCt to the

other. This mo-
tion 'produces
Lissajous figures
on the dlassroom
screen.

Lissajous figures
may also be pro-
duced on a cathode
ray oscilloscope.

The following Ta-
per on Lissajous
Figures gives
other examples.
It s reprinted
from SCHOOL
SCIENCE AND MA-
THEMATICS, Jan-
uary 1957, pp 7-8.

34

LISSAP S FIGURES'
-

WALLA A. Hiram
William Jewell C kge, Liberty, Missouri

About 100 years ago the F ench scientist, Lissajous attached' a
mirror tO each of two tuning orks. These were placed at right angles
to each other so that a li t ray directe'd toward one mirror would
be reflected to the other nd..then to a screen. When theforks were
set into vibration e ow-familiar Lissajous figures were observed.

In order to explain these patterns which so often are demonstrated
on cathode ray oscilloscopes; four- methods using the equipment
shown in Fig. 1 are used.

Rd. 1. Apparatus for demonstrating Lissajous figures.
A prig winning onchibk at the llith Annual Colloquium of College Physichts, State University of Iowa,

June 1346,1956.
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First the patterns are presented on an oscilloscope by applying a.
60 cycle per second AC- voltage across the horizontal plates of the
tube and then connecting the Output voltage from a yariable fre-
quency audiO oscillator to the vertical plates. A large number of dif-
ferent patterns may be obtained-in this manner.

A second method is-to attach 4 smill-penlight flashlight with a
focusing lens to tile end of a compound pendulum. Arrange SO that a
small beam of light will focus on a piece of 8X10 inch photographic
paper located just under the pendulum. With the room completely
dark, turn on the penlight, and start the pendulum swinging above the
photographic paper. After some 25 to 100 oscillations, stop the pen-
dulum and develop the photographic paper in the usual manner.
Interesting Lissajous-Patterns will be observed. The pendulum light
is shown at the lower-center of Fig 1 and some patterns obtained by
this method are, shown in the upper-center-of Fig t.

Another method makes use of two small electric motors which are
geared to rotate at a slow speed. One motor moves ball-point pen
back and forth and causes it to under-go simple harmonic motion in
a straight line. The other motor moves a small two wheeled cart in
simple harmonic motion and at right angles to the motion of the pen:
The pen then traces out Lissajous figures on a piece of paper attached
to the moving cart. The speed of each motor may be Variedby a
rheostat, thus producing various types of curves.

One of the simplest methods of demonstiating these patterns is to
use "curb feelers" which are intended to be attached at ctirb level-
to an automobile and may be purchase at any auto store. Due to the
fact that the frequency of vibration of these "feelers" vary at differ-
ent angles, the small ball at the end of the "feeler" will produce in-r
teresting Lissajous patterns when set into vibration. The young man
in the lovier-right of Fig 1 is about to set such a "feeler" in motion.

equipment shown in
Fig S-lf. Experl-
'mental results may

then be ,compared
With theoretical.

4 'alues.

S-lg S herical..Dish
d Balls

0
The . spherical'
dishes and balls
shown in Fig S-lg
may be used tO
present another
demonstration on
simple - harmonic

Motion, °

The ball '(or

iballs) . may be

/placed at one edge
of the dish and
permitted to roll
back and forth and
undergo simple
harmonic motion.

They may also be
set in motion so

-

as to produce
e 11 ips es .

One of the dishes

S-le Turntable Oscillator Fig S-le

The Welch Turntable Oscillator
set produces many types of
curves in slow motion. It
consists of two turntables and
a tape recording attachment
and is shown in Fig S-1e. It
will produce e1lipies, Lissa-
jous figures, and sine curves
of several frequencies. An'

accelerometer attachment is
also available:

S-lf SHM With a Mass and Two
Springs

An interesting problem is to
calculate the frequency of a
mass oscillating between two
springs. It may be demon-
strated with the air-track

Turntable Oscillator
'b

Fig S-lf Simple Harmonic Motionl
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S-1g (Continued)

is made of clear plastic and
may be used with the overhead
projector to project the

motions of the balls on the

classroom screen.

S72 WAVES
f

S-2a Transverse and Longitudinal.
Waves 0

(1) Have two °students stretch
a long spring across the front
of the lecture room at a height
.of about four feet. Ask one
of the students to hit the

spring (at 904) 'with their

right hand, at a distance of
about one foot from the left
hand, which is holding one end
of ,the spring. A 'transverse

pulse yill move down the

spring and reflect 1864 ont

of, phase from the other stu-
. dent's hand. Standing trans-

verse waves may also be set up
in the spring.

(2) 'A "slinky" spring may, be

stretched across the lecture

poom table and longitudinal,

waves sent dwn the spring.

Standing waves may also be set
up in the "slinky" spring.

(3) In the'ceneer of Fig S-2a
is a Russian-built wave appara-
tus which is capable of produc-
ing traveling transverse and

longitudinal waves* It will

also demonstrate standing

waves, both transverseand lon-

gitudinal.

S-2b The gelde Experiment

Apparatus for, demonstrating

standing transverse waves is

described in the following

brief paper reprinted from the
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS,

Vol 20, p 310, .
May 1952.
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The Meld&Experirnent

TN the labOratory and particularly in the lecture room, °
it is sometimes desirable to have larger equipment than

that usually available for the Melde experimest.
Figure 1 shows apparatus that is capable ofVetting up

standing waves on a rope or heayy, cord that will reach
across the lecture room. Except f the motor and variable
transformer, the apparatus ma be constructed for little

FIG. 1. MotorAtiven device for generating standing waves in a rope.

or no cost with materials usually found in the laboratory
or shop.

The rope is attached to a rocker arm which is set into
oscillation by the crank and rod which are in turn attached
to the motor shaft. The speed of the motor is controlle by
a Powerstat-type transformer. Brvarying the tensioz on
the rope and the speed of the motor, standing way
various length may be demonstrated.

WALLACZ A. HILTON
William Jewell College.
ZiberIA Miewswi
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S-2a Transverie Waves

The electrioal-driven tuning fork shown dn
Fig S-20 will set up standing transverse
waves on a string that is attached ta one
of ihe prongs of the fork.

S-2d Longitudinal Waves

Another demonstration of lon-
gitudinal (or compressional)
waves makes use of the appa-
ratus shown in Fig S-2d. It
consists of 18 small magnets
attached at- each end by a
string. Like poles are all
in the same direction, so
that when the magnet at one
end is given.a small pdsh,
the energy is transmitted to
each,of the magnets. .

S-2e. Gas Flames as a Detector of
Pi4e sure Standing Waves

This device consists of a

long ube with a line of very
small holes bored along the
top. One end is connected to
-a gas supply and the other
has a 20-watt horn driver
unit w ich is connected to
an audi -oscillator and amp-
lifier. When resonance is
obtained standing waves are
set up n the tube and are
detected by the change in
heights f the various gas
jets. It is a rather .dra-'
matio type of demonstration.

Fig S-2e auk Gas Flame
Standing Waves

S-2f Group and P se Velocities

group and p abe velOcity may
.be demons ated with the

unit show, in Fig :S.,2f.

There is aome advantage in

-using it 'with 'an overhead
projector./

7,

Fig S-2f GrOup and Phaile
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Reprinted from
School Science and Mathematics

June, 1952

S-2g Standing Wave
Vemonstrations

The 'apparatu'S de-
. scribed in the

paper t o the
right is located
in the, physics
lecture room; it

is useful for de-
monstrating three

. types of stand-
- ing waves : me-

chanical trans-

verse, longitud-
inal , ind elec-

tromagne t i .

Also stored with
this unit is

some 420 mHz mir
crowave equip-

ment .

WAVES SOUND & ACOUSTICS

-
STANDING VVAVE DEMONSTRATIONS

WAkLACR A. HILTON
Williams Jewell College, Liberty, Misiouri

When discussing the various types of standing waves in a physics
class, it is Often helpful to use various types of demonstration equip-,
ment. As an aid in the teaching of transverse, longitudinal, and elec-
tromagnetic waves, the apparatus shown in Fig. i has proved helpful
at William Jewell College.

Fro. 1. Apparatus for the demonstration of transverse, longitudinal, and
electromagnetic Standing waves.

Transverse waves are demonstrated by using a mechanical oscil-
lator' attached to a small motor. Three .strings are'attached to the
oscillator with weights of 50 grams and 200 grams on the two hori-
zontal strings respectively. On the vertical cord a 50 gram weight is
attached after tlie string has been looped over a pulley. All three
strings are of the same length. The speed of the motor is controlled
by a variable transformer and is usually adjusted so that the SO gram
vertical string (only lower part is shown in Fig. 1) vibrates in one
segment. Then the 50 gram horizontal string vibrates in two seg-
ments and the 200 gram horizontal string vibrates in one segment.
The ratio of the frequencies of the horizontal and vertical SO gram
strings may then be studied as well as the ratio of the weights of the
two horizontal cords.

The apparatus for shoviing "compressional or longitudinal waves
has been suggested by Rogers2 at the Iowa State Teachers College.
A tumbling sprine is suspended horizontally in a box made of ply-
wood. A laboratory mechankal vibrator or rotator hr connected to

Central Scientific Company, Catalog J-150, Item 1456$, p, 1068.

IS, A. Roams, Colloquium of College Pbysicista, State University of Iowa, June 15; 1950.
W. 7. Cunningham, Americas Amnia of Physics, Vol. 15, pp. 341-52.
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one end of the spring and by careful adjustment of the frequency,
standing compressional waves may be observed. Ey removing the
sma,11 box at the other end of the coiled spring, stanaing waves reflect-
ed afa free end may be observed.

Electromagnetic waves are? demonstrated b'y using a very high
frpquency oscillator, which in this case is a 200-500 megacycle oscil-
lator. A Lecher-wire sYstem, made out of iron rods about six feet in
length is used. An ordinary fluorescent lamp is used as a detector of
the standing waves. The distance between points of maxinium in-
tensity is the half wavelength.

S-2h Demonstration
Experiments in
Physics

Reprinted from
School &knee and Mathematks

March, 1951

The article re-
printed here des-
cribes three dem-
cmstration exper-
imerits: (1) a
transverse-wave
apparatus, (2)

the climbing mon-
key demonstration
(which has been
described already
in Experiment M-
8e), and (3) a
"falling body ap-
paratus" which is
described in Ex-
periment M-3b.

C

DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENTS IN PHYSICS

WALLACE A. HILTON
Iilliarn Avell College, Liberty, Missouri

Three demonstration experiments in phiçthat have been sug-
gested-by Rober4s,I Christensen,2 and Macka?Are of such a nature
that they can all be assembled as one piece of equipment that will
take up less than a two4not sqUate of floor space as shown in Fig. 1.

rm. 1

Trj The falling body apparatus as proposed by Roberdst makes use of
a Cenco impulse counter which records the time for a steel ball to
fall through a certain distance. In Fig. 2, the counter (C) is operated
from the transformer (T) and reads to 1/120 of a second when used
on 60-cycle current When the key (K) is dosed the voltage drops
below the value necessary to operate the clock. When the spring (S)
is ieleased, the ball (B) begins to fall and the counter startsIt con-
tinues until the circuit is broken by 'the ball when it strikes the

I W. Itoberds,Amtrieme Nysict nacho, Vol. 5,11.221.
*P.ILL'hrinensen, 4inerican Joemil riPhysicsiVol.16; 0. 20-249.

S.Mitckay, Asylum Jormit of PAOsierf Vol. 16. P. 20.
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A.

spring (S''). In our cate the distance is 170 cm. and the error less
than3 %. -

The transverse-wave apparatus as developed by Christensen2
comists of an endless belt running over two pulleys, the belt in this
case consisting of rubber tubing filled with sand. The lower pulley

no. 2

is attached to an electric motor and the speed is controlled by vary-
ing the applied voltage. The other pulley is placed about 7 feet above
the lower one. The speed of the motor is adjusted so that when the
slack side Of the belt is given a quick tap just below the upper pulley,
the wave form moves slowly down the belt. This demonstration

. proves helpful when developing the formula for the velocity of a wave
on a stretched string.4

Mackay3 has proposed a solution for the "climbing monkey"
problem which is used as the third experiment for this piece of equip-
Inent. The problem involves a monkey hanging from a rope that
passes over a frictionless pulley to a coconut that has the same mass
as the monkey, The problem is to determine -what happens when the
monkey starts to climb the rope. In this apparatus, a steel yo-yo
represents the monkey and a tin can filled With paraffin and lead shot
symbolizes the coconut Two ball-bearing pulleys approach a friction-
less pulley, and a light string is used for the rope. Part of the string is
wound around the yo-yo and the remaining part is placed over the
pulleys with the remaining mass on the other side,With both masses

4 0



S 2i Tuning FOrks
Shown in Fig S-2i
are three sets of
tuning forks: (1)

This set consists
'of four very high
quality tuning

WAVES, SOUND, & ACOUSTICS

at tillsame height, the system is released and both the monkey"
and the "coconut" fall and rise together. .

In FigA, the falling body experiment is shown at the center of the
picture, the standing wave apparatus is to the right and front; while
the "climbing monkey" experiment is to the rear and to the left.

4 M. Y. Colby. Sold TEAM 4si ACINSIkh Hemp Ifolt, 191$, p. Pl.

forks which are

primarily for use- in an -

advanced laboratory to deter- Fig S-2i Tuning Forks

mine the intensity of sound,

(2) This set consists of a 125
Hza 250 Hz, and 500 Hz, and
s 1000 Hz tuning fork.

(3) This set of tuning forks
includes the following forks:
256 Hz, 320 Hz, 384 Hz, and

512 Hz.

S-2j Vortex Box

The vortex boxt shcwn in Fig
S-2j is about 15 'InChes square
and 4 inches deep. The back is
cOvered with sileet rubber from
an old inner-tube. When filled
with smoke, a quick hit on-the
b'ack will produce smoke rings
that travel across the clasS-
room. If smoke is not avail-
able, it can be aimed at the
class, and some students will
feel and "see" the compres-
sional wave.

Also shown is a.tCy "Air Blast-
er" which will produce a simi-
lar effect.

S-2k Seismograph

Two demonstration seismographs,
similar to those used in indus-
try, are shown in Pig S-2j. The
smaller one is shown connected
to the input of a high-gain
cathode ray oscilloscope. The
vibrations caused by a slight
tap on the table will be shown
on the cathode ray tube.

Fig S-2j Vortex Box

Fig S-2k
Seismograph



S-3" SOUND

S-3a Bell in a Vaouum

WAVES SOUND & ACOUSTICS

Fig S-3a shows a small bell
in a vaohum_jar. When con-
nected to a 6-volt battery,
it rings. As . the 'air iS
ilumped from the jar,

sound -from the tell grad,'

pally decreases until it tO'
just audible.

.5-3h Savart's Wheels

The Savart's wheel Shown in
Fig S-3h is attached to a mo-
tor drive. The ratio of the
number of teeth on the four
wheels is: 3, 4, 5, and 6.
When a piece of cardboard is
touched to all four of the
rotating wheels, a major
chord is heard.

S-30 Intensity of Sound

The sound'level in a room may
be measured with the General
Radio Sound Level meter shown
in Fig S-3c.

With the instructor speaking,
a typical sound level might
be 65-75 decibels, with the
reference level being 10-16 '

watts/cm2. The primary use
of this instrument is for de-

° termining the acoustical im
pedance and absorption coef-
ficients for acoustical tile.

S-3d Manometric Capsule

(see photo on following page)

Fig_S-Za

,1411 in a Vacuuli

An historic experiment is a mano-
metric capsule and flame devised
bylCoenig. Before.thedevelopment
of the oscilloscope, it wasa lab-
oratory method for studying' sound
Waves. Talking into the microphone
cause& the flame to vary. This
change could be observed in a

e;)
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,

rotating 1: ' mirivr. This
demonstration Will help -the'
Student to better appreciate,
the:use and,value of a oath-

:ode ray :osoilloseopp. More,
information may be. found in'
J. O. -Reed and K. L Guthe-,
COLLEGE PHYSI0S, Mao7.

Millen, pp 174l75.

S-3e Measuring the Velocity
. Sound (1)'

Shown in-Fig S-3e is an au-
. dio oscillator anckamplifier

connected to a 20-watt driv-
er at the end Of a glass
tube,The tube contains cork
dust; Standing waves are ob-
served by the movement 'of
the cork.dust when the os-
cillator is tuned to a reao-
nant frequency of the tube.
Measuringgthe wave,length of
the standing waves. in the
tube and observing the fre-
qUency of the oscillator,
the velocity of sound in air
may be quickly, calculated
from the equation:

V = fX.

A similar experiment may be
done with a glass tube and
a tuning fork.

S-3f Measuring the Velocity of
°Sound (2)

A 'rather unique method for
measurihg the velocity of
sound has .been described by
C. K. . Menke in AMER/CAN
JOURNAL OF PhiSICS, vol 37,
P 229, Feb 1969. C. D.
Geilker has assemblea the
equipment shown in Fig S-3f-
for measuring the velocity,
using the method described
by Hanka. Several students
have used the equipment for
an experiment, ifid it could
serve as a good Olassroom
demonstration.

Fig S-3d Manometric Flame

Fig S-3e Measuring th Velocity
of Sound in ir (1)_

,Fig Sr-3f Measuring t e
Velocity of

4 Sound in Air (2)
ojela__21_
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Reprinted from
School &laws aud Mathematics

Apnl, 195$

S-3g Simple Glass

- Tube Cutter

For demonstra-
tions 'arid exp6ri-

ents such as S-3e
which involve -tile

use of large
glass tubing, it
is often neces-
sary to cut this
size tubing.

Simple equipment .

which Will do
the job is des-
cribed in the pa:-
per to the right.

A variable, a.c.
voltage source
adjusted so as ,to

make the wire red
hot 'may be used
in Placa of the
batteries, shown

in the article,

S-4 RESONANCE

$-4a Mechenical
Resonance

Four demonstra-
tipn pieces for

P illustrating me-
chanical reso-
nance are shown
in Fig S-4a (on
th9 following

, page). They are:
(1) coupled ball-ana-string pendulume (start one swinging and the ener-

gy is soon tilansferred to the other); (2) gyroscope aria four vibrating

reeds (the gyroscope ,is slightly out of balance, which sets the various

reeds into vibration a4t their natural' frequenCy); (3) coupled pendulum .

oscillator (similar to No. 1, except rods and spring steel are used in

place of the string); and (4) a small Wilberforce'e pendulum. Some of

these may be Used in the study of mechanics; however, they are also

useful in the study of sound and acoustics.

A SIMPLE GLASS ME CUTLER
WALLics A. HILTON

William Jewell College Liberty Missouri ft.

A simple device for cuttings glasA tubing of diameter greater than
I inch is shown in Fig. 1, The apparatus consists of a small wire
suspended between two points and loOped around the piece of glass

Fiö..1. Simple apparatus fox: cutting glass tubing.

to be cut.The wire is heated by An electric ctirrent until it becomes
red-hot. A small ainount of water is then poured ovei the wire and
glass. The glass immediately breaks at the desired point. '

Batteries may be used as the source of power to heat the wire;
however, a more satisfaCtory method is to use a variable type trans-
former capable of delivering ,the necessary power. In the apparatus
shown, about 6 amperes of current is sufficient to heat the wiie to
be red-hot. The voltage needed will depend upon the resistance of
the wire used.
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S-4b Vibrating Strings

When a wire on a sonometar
'is tuned to the frequency of
,a tuning fork, resonance may
be observed bV the motion of

small piece of paper which
' is folded and plaped over
the wire at its center, if
the vibrating tuning fork is
placed on the bridge ofthe
sbnomdter as shown In Fig
S-4b.

S-4c Resonance with a Laboratory
Burner

In thia.demonstration a., long
aluminum tube (abput feet
in length and 4 inches in

diaheter) is mounted as
shown in Fig S-40.' When a
,Fisher burner is-inserted in
the lower end of the tube,
rasonabea occurs:and a loud
tone is heard.' MovIng the

burner causes a change in

length of the standing 14aves,
an0 thus changes the frequen-
cy of the tone.

S-4d Acoustic4 resonators

Fig S-4d shows four types of
s

equipment that may be used
for 'demonstrations of-acous-
tical resonance. They are:, >

(1) The Acoustic Resonator.

. (2) Vibrating 'Bars. When
ona is hit by a rubber ham-
mer, the other one starts vi-
brating. Beats may be pb-
tained by placing. a- small
weight on one and then strik=
ing both at about the same

/ time.

(3) Variable-length open and
alosed Wats.

'(4) Tuning forks.mith.'reso
::'nance boxea: ',256 Hz, 320 Hz,

304 lizand:512

"aimittozy:
slid Tube'
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%

_S-4e Forced Harmoac.Metion
. The apparatus shown in Pig S-Lie is a

Macalaster-PSSG forced harmonic oscil-
lator. The apparatus may be used for
demonstrations ih mechanical reso7
nanee; relationshjps among frequency,
phase, and amplitude; damping effects,
ete. 0

s-5. BEATS

S-5a Demonstrationa' of Beats

Two tuning forks are shown in Fig
S-5a. The difference in frequency of
the two forks is about 1, Hz; thus
when both are vibrating, °beats are
easily heard:

Al'so shown in Fig S-5a are ,

two Knipp singing tubest one
of which may be tuned to,pro-
duce beats with the tone from
the other tube.

On the right in Fig1S-5a isa

an adjustable pitch Galton
whistle which,ranges,from the
audible to the ultrasonic.

S.,6 DOPPLER EFFECT

Sr.6a Doppler Sound

The apparatup shown. in Tig
S-6a When 7-rotated at a ,,,ra-
ther slow speed emits a,

soilnd whicp producea,the dop-
pler, effeOt as the source
MoVes:towa d and away, from

'
the listen r. CAREFU4 AD-
JUSTMENT OF :,HE INGULAg SPEED
OF'THE:ROTATOP X§' IMPORTANT.
KEEP THE SPEE LOW. .:.

Fig S-6a Doppler

**,
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S-7 MUSICAL ACOUSTICS

S-7a, Musical Sounds

.The Physics Department has the fol-
lowing record albums which may be
played on.the turntable which is
part of the equipment shown in Fig

.1. The Science of Sound .(33 rpM).
Bell Telephone Laboratories

2. Energy and Motion (33 lint))
Zaret and-Singer

3.; Experiment Songs (33 rOm)'
Dorothy. Collins

11. Space Songs (33 rpm)
Tom Glazer and Dottie Evans

5. Physics'Songs (78 rpm) d

State University of Iowa

An oscilloscope shows the wave
forms of the musical sounds.

A flip of a switch puts a mi-
crophone on the input of the
Amplifier. Then speech signals'
may be observedon the oscil-
loscope.

An audio oscillator may be
connected into the input of
the amplifier and signals-

from 20 Hz to 17,000 Hz may
be seen on the oscilloscope
and*eard by the students, if
in the range of their hearing.'

Sz7b Organ Pipe and Model of Wave

(1) An organ pipe which may
be' connected to .the air out-
let on the_ lecture room desk
is shown in Fig S-7b. The
pitch of the SOund may be
changed by moving the plunger
up or down the tube.

(2) A demonstration model of
a longitudinal Wave is also
presented in Fig S4b.

S-7c Sticks, Xylophone, and a Ghss
Tumbler ,

(1) *Stieks when dropped on a
table give tones covering one
.0ctave. Some students can,

play a tune wfth them.

Fig S -7a music 4

Sounds

Fig S-7b

Fig S-70sticksus

ai last Tunio

57
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3L7c (Continued)

#(2) A toy xylophone.

(3) A glass tumbler. Put a

finger in a little vinegar and
then rub On the top edge of the
tumbler. A rather high fre-
quency sound will be heard.

S-7d Chladni's Sand Figures

Chladni's sand figures may be
obtained with the apparatus
'shown in Fig S-7d. tpunt one
of theaplates on the holder at
the right in the photograph.
Then move the bo14 along the
edge _and the figures will ap-
pear. Sand must becscattered
On the olate.

S-27e Acoustical Tiles

When discussing acoustical im-
pedance and abscirption coeffil-
cients of acoustical materials,
it may be helpful to show the
class some of the various types
of acoustical tile. See Fig
S-7p.
,

1111111=11111EE'

Fig S-7d

Fig S-7e

ELECTRIcITY

E-1. STATIC ELECTRICITY

E/- -la The Electroscope

Fig E-la shOWs four different
*pes of electroscopes and sev-
eral materials fon producing +
and - charges. 1

E-lb The Electrophorus and Acces-1
sories

Other items for static electri-
city demonstrations-, are 'shown
in Fig E-lb and include: (1) an:
electrophorus, (21 conducting
sphere, .(3) ellipspidal conducL
tor, (4) hollow cylinder Con.:
ductor, and -(5) a leyden jar.

48
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E-lc 'Electrostatic Attachments

ELECTRICITY

Other items for demonstrating
static electricity are shown
in Fig E-1c. They. are: (1)

lightning demqnstration appa-
)ratust (2) metarcenduCtor and
pith balls, (3) bar-form elec-
troscope, (4) induction
spheres, and (5) Volta's hail-
storm and smoke condensor.

E-ld Pasco Electrostatics Demon-
stration Equipment

The Pasco electrostatics dem-
onstration equipment consists
of an electrometer, two

, charge producers, two proof
planes, Faraday ice pail, var-
iable capaoitor, two large
spheres on stands, tapered cy-
linder on plate, fieZd plotter
and D.C. power supply. These
are shown in Fig E-ld. A com-
plete set of instructions for
this equipment is available.

1111

Fig E -Id Pasco
,

1

LA

E-le Pasco ProjectiOn Meter 4 ..

PA5.CO 7 0

,;-='' .4In order for the entire class
to see the electrometer read- 1. ,,,

ing, a projection meter for
use with an overhead projector
is availaNle. A photograph of
the image'of the meter on the
classroom screen is shown in
Fig E-le.

E-lf The Leybold Electroscope

This electroscbpeas very use-
ful.for small classes. In Fig
E-lf, it is ,shown with the
Yasoo conducting spheres.

It has a iariety of,uses in
the teaching of electrostat-

. jos.

air
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ELECTRICITY

E-lg Charging by Induciioi

In Fig E-1g, a charged sphere
is brought near to another
(uncharged) ,sphere which is

connected to the electro-
scope by,a wire. The electro-
scope and sphere are said to
be charged by.induction.

E-lh Faraday Ice Pail

Ct In thi s demonstration the

Leybold electroscope is being
used as the detector in the

Faraday ise pail experiment.

E-li Wimshurst Machine.

A small Wimshurst machine
may be used for electrostat-
ic demonstr'ationst It is

shown in Fig E-li

E7711 Large Holtz Machine

a

'The large Holtz machine-willi
easily produce a 10-inch
spark and is a very dramatic
demonstration. It was ob-

tained about 1915_from a hos-
pital in Excelsior Springs
and has been used in the

physics lecture room since
that time. It is a working

-historical machine and is
described in: S. H. Monell,
MANUAL OF'STATIC ELECTRICITY
IN X-RAYS AND THERAPEUTIC
USES, 1897, Wm Beverley
Harison.

E-lk Detector of Negative charge

The apparatus shown in Fig E-lk con-
sists of a triode vacuum tube with a
neon glow tube in its plate circuit.
A heavy wire above the chassis, is
connected through the chassis to the
grid of the tube. In operation, the
neon tube glows until a negatively
charged rod is brought close to the
grid, at which time the grid becomes
begatively charged and stops the flow
of electrons through the neon glow
tube.-

50
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E-2 iFLeW OF CHARGE: CURRENT

E-.2a P ojection Meters

W en giving many demonstra-
ons on electricity, it is

/d sirable to have large met-
//ers so that all members of the
class may see. Projection
meters that may be used?with
the overhead projector are
very helpful. Shown in Fig
E-2a are two projection met-
ers, one of which is a galvan--
ometer; the other may be used
as a D.C. ammeter or,A.C. am-
meter. Resistors and shunts
are available so that the met-
ers may be used at several
ranges of vgltage and current.
THE METER SHOULD BE \SECURELY
ATTACHED TO.THE OVERHEAD PRO-
JECTOR FOR THE SAFETY OF THE
METER.

ELECTRICITY

E-2b Series-Parallel Circuits and
Kirchoff's Laws

Fig E-2b shows a deMonstration
board for teaching series-par-
allel circuits and Kirchoff's
laws. A mimeographed sheet is
given to each student for re-
cording data, moq of which is
taken-froth metertreadings on
the classroom screen.

E-2e0 Drop in Voltage Across Re-
sistors

The IR drop across resistors
.is demonstrated with the e-
quipment shOwn in Fig E-2c. It
consists of four 300-watt lamp
bulbs with wire resistors be-
tween each bulb. The IR drop
is indicated'by the voltage
reading across each bulb as
projected on the screen from
the Odjection voltmeter.
Typical voltages are 120 V AC,
100 V AC, 80 V AC and 60 V AC
across the four bulbs.
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ELECTRICITY

E-2d Other Demonstration Meters

For small classes ihe demon-
stration meters shown in Fig
E-2d,may be adequate.

(1) Welch multimeter
(2) 'Leybold multimeter

(3) Welch galvanometer

E-3 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
E-3a Series-7Parallel Circuits

Two pieces of equipment are
shown in Fig E-3a.

(1) This a series-parallel
circuit with three light bulbs
and six switches. There are
14 ways that the circuit may
be connected.

2) The game of NIM and binary
notation are related to this
unit, which consists of 4 10-
position switches and 16

lights. A description of its
use is given in POPULAR ELEC:-
TRONICS, Vol 8, January 1958,
pp 37 - 41, 68 - 69.

-E-3b Wheatstone Bridge

A demonstration Wheatstone
bridge is shown in Fig E-3b.
Several plug-in resistors are
provided, four of *which are
shown at the bottom of the
photograph.

E-3c Potential Divider

A 6-volt battery is cOnnected
across the potential divider
shown in Fig E-3c. A projec-
tion meter is connected to the,
slile terminal and one end of
the divider. As the slide is
moved the meter reads from 0
to 6 volts.

A more accurate potentiometer
is also shown in Fig E-3c.

52
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. ELECTRICITY

E 3d Three-Way Switch

Some beginning students are
interested in the circuit for
a three-way switch. Fig E-3d
shows a schematic diagram, be-
low which is a demonstration
board with a Aight bulb ald
two switches.

E-3e One Boat, a 'River and Six
People

Three young men and their
brides wish to cross a rivers-
Only two people can ride, in
the only available boat. Wine
of the boys will permit his
wife to be on the other side
bf the river unless he, the
husband, is also there. How
do they'get across in the one
boat?

The apparatus shown in Fig E-
3e is an electrical device for
solving the problem. It con-
sists of six double-pole-dou-
ble-throw- switches. Each
switch represents a person.

The electrical circuit "Its

described by Harvey Pollack
in POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Vol
3, November 1955, Pp 52-54.

Most students are interested
.in playing the game. Some will..
be intere6ted in the circuit..

E.73f Sun Batteries

Two small sun batteries are
shown in.Fig E-3f. Each is
connected to a meter and may
be used as a classroom dem-
onstration.

E-3g Line Loss in Power Transmis-
sion

The apparatus shown in Fig E-
3g may be used to demonstrate
line loss in power transmis-
sion. See article by T. J.
Blisard and B. A. Greenbaum,
AMERICAN 4OURNAL OF PHYSICS,
Vol 21, pp 109-11, 1953.

Fig E-3d Three-Way Switch

44
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ELECTRICITY

'&4 CAPACITAKE

Capacitors 411

Several types of capacitors are'
shown in Fig E-4a. They
include Leyden jars, parallel-
plate, cylindrical, electrolyt-
ic, and ceramic capacitort.

E-4b Equation: Q = CV or V a
C

A capacitor attachment for an
electroscope is shown in Fig
E- 4b. On the left in the
photograph is the Leybold de-
sign and on the right is the
Welch design, which is mount-
ed with an optical system for
projecting an image of the
leaves of the electroscope on
the classroom screen., By
charging the top plate (which
is separated by a non-conduc-
,tor from the 'Oottom plate)
ild.then touching (grounding)
the bottom plater causing it
to take on an equal and oppo-
site charge, a charged capa-
citor exists, and there is
no charge on the electro-
scope. Then by lifting the
upper plate, the capacitance
is decreased and the voltage
increases, as indicated by
separation of the leaves of
the electroscope. This is a
simple check on the formula:

V 2 VG.

1

,e

E-4c Capacitance an Voltage
Relationships

A slightly more complex demon-
stration of the experiment dis-
cussed in Experiment E-4b is de-,

scribed in the brief paper which
is reprinted from 4the AMERICAN
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS, Vol 22, p.

146, March 1954.

54

Capacitance and Voltage Relationahips*
svAu4i A. Ilium

William Amen Callum Librriy. Missouri

rthe
general physics course, O., CV is a familiar equa-

tion. Apparatus to tiemonstrate this relationship of
capacitance and voltage is shown in Fig. 1. A small power
supply provides a potential difference of about 400 volts
across a parallel-plate capacitor.* Immediately after the
power supply is disconnected, the plates are separated.
As the capacitance decreases, the voltage across the plates
increases. In this case the increase is usually up to as much
as 1200 volts, and will vary depending upon the time con-
stant of the circuit and elapsed time between the discon-
necting of the power supply and the separation of the.
plates. 2

The moisture content of the air seems to have some effect
upon the resistance of the dielectric. A sheet of exposed
x-ray film has proved satisfactory for the dklectric and
does not seem to be affected by high relative humidity as'
much as some others thatwere used.

All of the switching is controlled by a motor, which
when operated continuously repeats the cycle each 12
seconds. Small pilot lamps are used to 'indicate (1) when
the power supply is connected across the plates, (2) 'when
the power supply is disconnected, and (3) when the plates.
begin to separate. The voltage across the plates is read on
a Heath* xacuum-tube voltmeter with high voltage probe.

*A prize winner at the IStii Annual Colloquium of College Physicizte;
State University of Iowa, June 17-20, 1953.

Central Scientific Company,Xatalog J1$0, Item 8360S.
z Heath Company, Model V-6 Vacuum Tube Voltmeter.
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E-40, Continued
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ELE6T1UCITYT

r Fig. 1. The apparatus is standing on a table. The capacitor occupies
a central position between the two supports. The upper plate of the
capacitor is raised and lowered by a small wire attached over alsolt
that protrudes from the rim of a rotating wheel. A schematic diagram
is attached to the gower supply which is located on the upper right
side of the stand. The vacuum-tube voltmeter and the high-voltage
Probe are supported on the upPer left side of the stand. The panel lights
which indicate the various switching arrangements are shown in the
uppe3 center.

E-Ltd Capacitance and Voltage

The apparatus shown in Fig E-Ild
demonstrates the same princi-
ples as the equipment used in
the two previous experiments.
Shown, is a variable parallel-
plate capacitor by Pasco and a
Leybold electroscope. It makes
good demonstration for small
classes.

E-Ite Charge and Discharge of a Capa-
citor; a Capacitance-Resistance
Oscillator

Shown in Fig E-Ite is an 800 VDC
power supply which is connected
through a neon glow lamp to a
16 mfd "capacitor. When the
switch is closed, one side of
the glow lamp lights Until the
capacitor is charged. Throwing

,aphe switch discharges the capa-
'bitor, and the other side of
the lamp glows. The schematic
diagram is below and the appa-
ratus is labeled (1) in the
photograph.

-
(2) In the oscillator, the 800
VDC poirer ,supply is connected
to a 8 irifd capacitor. The capa-

citor then dischargee through a
6 meg-ohm resistor to a 0.25
mfd capacitor, which in turn
discharges through a smallt

(a)

(b)

800 VDC
Power. Supply:

vir



E-4e, continued

glow lamp. This
repeats .itself sev-
eral times each mi.-
nute depending upon
the time constant
of the circilit. See
Fig E-4e (2). The
schematic diagram
of the circuit is
labelled (b).

See V. Wouk, AMERI-
CWN JOURNAL OF PHY-
SICS, Vol 13, .pp
415-17, Dec. 1945.

E-4f A Flashing Neon
'Light

A similar deMbri-
stration to the one
just described 4Er

contained in the
paper reprinted
here from SCHOOL
SCIENCEAND MATHE-
MATICS, June 1951,
p 485-86."

Tbis gmall, piece .of

equipment - was con-
structed in 1949 by
Wesley E. Moore and
is, still In 'opera-
tion as a Corridor
Demonstration. Bat-
teries have been
replaced every 273
tears.

ELECTRICITY

A FLASHING NEON LIGHT

WESLEY E. MooRE' AND WALLACE A. Hir.*oN
William Jewell College, Liberty, Missouri

An interesting demonstration for the physics class,.which will also
attract the attention of the non-science student, is a flashing neon
light which may be placed in the physics demonstration case and con-
tinue to operate for 1 to 2 years.

The apparatus is arranged as in Fig. 1 where (L) is a The NE-2
GE neon glow lamp, (C) is a .05 mfd capacitor, 02) is a resistor of
about 60,000,000 phms, and (B) consists- of four 30 volt hearing aid
batteries connected in series. This makes for a'very compact piece of
equipment. -

. -
no. 1. 'Flashing neon light.

When operating, the battery (B) charges the capacitor (C) through
the resistance (i?) until the potential across the capacitor is about 90
volts. This is the voltage necessary to cause the neon lamp to glow.
When this potential is reached, the capacitor partially ditcharges
through-the lamp This process is repeated several times per nlinUte.

At Williain Jewell College this apparatus was set up in a display
case onlVlarch 28, 1949. At that time the bulb gashed 31 times per
minute. Two years later, March 28, 1951, it was still flashing, but
only 4 times per minute.

In constructing this equipment, itshould be remembered that in-
creasing the resistance decreases the frequency df, the- flashes, and
that an increase in (C) provides g brighter light at lower Jrequency.
Also at the EMF of (B) is increased ahove 90 volts; the frequency of.
the flaslles increases.

'Now 'at Vanderbilt University.

E-4g Capacithrice Operated Relay

The Capacitances Opei:ated Relay°40own in Fig E-4g was assembled by Walter
Grayum in 1953 from information given in the following articles: RADIO
NEWS, Feb. 19471 P 50; RADIO AND TV NEWS, 'Dec. 1952, p 50. In operation
a .square piece of aluminum serves as one plate of a capWtor. A per-
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E-4g (Cqntinued)

son's hand Perves as the
other plate. Moving the hand
toward or away from the alu-,
minum plate changes the capa-
citance of the electronic
Aircuit in such a way that a
relay closes a switch which
turns on a light or rings a
bell.

ELECTRICITY

R-5 ELECTRIC FIELDS AND POTENTIAL

E-5a Bring a piece of paper and a
cat's fUr .to class. Place
th6 piece of paper -an the
chalkboard and rub it hard
and fast with the cat's fur.
Then-announce to the :claSs .

:
that you want them to Hknow
that voltage is doing work,

4on charge:
V = W/q.

E-5b Van de Graaff Machine
See Experiment A-l7b

E-5c Holtz Macpine
See Experiments E7,11 & E-lj

E-6 MAGNETI6M

tb,

E-6a The Magnetic Compass

Two magnetic compasses' are
shown in Fig E-6a.

(.1) One has ak thermocouple
loop around it. When the
thermocouple is heated a mag-
netic field is produced which
affects the magnetic field of
the compass. The compass is
placed on a tall stand so as
to bp partially removed from
.the' field due to the metal
table.

(2) .A high permeability, low
retentiVity and low satura-
tion alloy rod is held near a
magnetic compass: This per-
malloy rod has the very in-
teresting properfy of °hang,.
ing its polarity when rOtated
/80° in the earth's magnetic
field.

70 90 70

30
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E-6b Magnetioea0 Needles

Two pagneticdip needles are
shown in Fig E-6b. The mag-
netic 4ngle of pipi't Li'ber-
ty, MO is about 700..

E-6c Magnets (1)

ftg E-6e presents
0
°several

tsfpes _of magnets for demon-
stration purposes. They are:

(1) Electro-magnets
..(?) Magnetic rubber
(3) Circular magnets
(4) ?Alnico magnets
(5) compass for use

P on n overhead projector.

E-6d dMagnets, (2)

Fig E-6d shows four very

strong alnico magnets and a
kitof materials for perform-.
ing several experimental dem-
onstrations. A booklet of"
instructions'is included with-

,.
the kit.

R-7 CURRENT CARRYING CONDUCTORS

E-7a Joseph Henry's Experimtnt

Joseph Henry, first Americab
phYsicist, demonstrated-,that
a rectangular ldop of 'wire
would set.-itself perpendic-
ular to' a 'magnetic field.

Fig E-7a shows a worklng mod-
el ,of Henry's 'experiment.
(See: C. L. Andrews, Joseph
Henry, THE PHYSICS TEACHER,
Vol 3, pp 13-17, January
1965.)

E-7b OerstedYs ExperiTent (/)

TWo pieces of equipment re=
lated to Oersted's discovery
of the magnetic field about a
current-carrying wire are
shown in Fig t-7b.

{1)'In this,first, a flexible
wire is above a smdll magnet.
When current passes through

,-
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the wire,, tbe wire moves. Re-
verse the current and the

14ire move6 in the opposite
Wirectton.

(2) In the' Oecendi the Mag-
netic fieldoabOUta current-

, , Cerryingu wipe oauSes a de-.

flection of.a. magnetic com
pasS above or below the.wire.
(Welch)i

E-7c Oersted's Experiment (2).

Another way to predent OerL
sted4s discovery is to use.

the items shown in Fig E-7c
with an oyerhead projector.
The items tnclude two loops,
of wire, a straight piece of
wire, magnetic compasses and
batteries. These items were
deye/oped as an aid in teach-
ing this material from the
PSSC text.

E-7d Using Light Bulbs

Three light bulbs are shown in Fig
E-7d.

(1) This is a bulb containing a small
magnet near-the single filament; which
vibrates due to the AC current in the
in the magnetic field.

(2) Two carbon filament lamps are
shown. One is'connected to 110 VAC and
the other to 110 VDC,. A lens is-used,to

, Project images of the filaments on the
screen. When a magnet is brought near
the AC lamp, the filament vibrates.'

When'it is brought near the DC filament
it moves in ,one direction only: This

is easily obseryed onothe screen.

E-7e Faraday's, Motorq.

Pig E-7e shows a model of the first'
electric motor developed by Michaei Faraday. A 6-12 VDC source is re-
quired The magnetic fields of the solehoid and the wire interact so that
the wire moves in a.circle. The ,lower end of the wire is in contact
yith a circular pool of mercury. This is an historic demonstration.

0
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n°0 EQ.7f Eleotrie Motor
,

0 A demonstration electric motor
isshown in Fig E-7f. A source
of 10-18 volts is requir d for
its operation.

-o

.? LE CTRICI TY

The item may also be ope ated
a DC or AC generator.

E-7g_ Barlow's Motor.and a Magne ic
PumR

(1) A parlow's moti) is shown
c' in Fig E-7g. It requires a

volt'DC source.

(2) A laborapry-constructed
magnetic pump.is shown in Fig,
E/..7g. 'A circular dish; half

° filled with aconducting solu-
tion such as %copper sulphate
is pieced between the polee of
a magnet. Wires from a 6 VDC
battery touch the liquid at
the center of the dish and at
the edge of the dish. The
switch is closed and the li-
quid flows in a circle.

Pig 11-7g

11111...

Fig'E-fiaa Large Coil of Many

E-8 INDUCED CURRENTS
Induced Current in a Coil I

A circular coil of many turrap
(shown in Fig E-8a.e) is held
by a student. (Fig E-4ab).
the wireg from the coil are
connected to a galvanodeter on --,-

an'overhead projector. The id-
age of the meter's sOie s

focused on the clabsrood screen.
When the student rotates the cOil
through 180°, a deflection of ihp
galyanomemeter is observed. (Fig
E-8ac).

If a magnet is thrust through the coil
a much larger deflection is observed.
Other facets df the demonstration may
include: rotating the coil in the,op-
posite direction, moving the magnet in
different directions, etc.

60
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H-815 Generatorn

ELECTRICITY

(1) The model of a.single-
turn coil shown in'Fig E-8b

very helpful to use with
a chalkboard drawing 'when
discupsing the theory of a
simple generator.

(2) This is a simple dem-
onstration model of a gen-
erator and is Similar to the
one-shown in Fig E-7f. It
May also be usea as a Motor.

(3) This is an AC generator
which will light a small 110
VAC bip.b. This type of'gen-
erator% was a part of tele-
phones made before 1925.

E-8c Generator and Motor Prin.-

This little device includes
two magnets and two coils.
When one coil moves over a
magnet, the current gener-
ated caubes the o?ler coil
to move in its- magnetic
field.

A battery may be connected
through a key.., When the

key Is closed,' the motor
effect is obsOryed.

Fig E-8b Generstors

\

Permanedt magnets usdd with:\
this equipment often "become
weak. To r.e-magnetize them
the Welch apparatus shown in
this Fig may be used. (2)

E-8d Eddy Curiens,(1).

Eddy curre)its in-a moving
disk day be demonstrated
with the apparatus shown in
Fig 2-8d. A circular copper
disk rotat6s rapidly under_a
magnetic compass. The,-ends
of the compass needle rotate
fn the same direction ab the
disk.

( )

Fig E-8d Eddy Currents (

4:4.1
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ELECTRICITY

E-8e Eddy Cuivents (2)

The swinging piece of copPer shown
in Fig E-8e comes to a quick%stop
when it approaches the magnetic
field near the poles of the magnet;
however, when the'magnetic.field is
reduced to Zero, metal awit%s
freely. This magnetic braking effect

'is due to Eddy currents which are
induced in the Copper plate.

_E-9 MAGNETIC INDUCTION

.E,79a Parallel Conductors

.When deriving the'equation for the
force between two parallel current-
carrying_wires, it may be helpful to

' the student to see a demonstrdfidn
(-of this force with the equipment
shown in Fig EQ9b, A 6-volt D.C.
source-capable of delivering-15 am-
peres is required.

'E-9b Long Solenoid
.

When discussing tile.theoriy and ap-
plications pf a long.solenoid, one
may Point out an application, such
as an experiment to measure the ra-
tio of charge to mass of an'elec-
tron. The solenoid for this experi-
ment is shown in FigE-9b (p. 63).

E-9c Helmholtz Coils

One of the manY useS for Helmholtz
coil's is shown in Fig E-9c. A large
uniform magnetic field is needed for
the special tube' used for determin-
ing the mass of the electron.

Al
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Fig E-9a
Parallel
ConductOrs

Fig E-9b Long Solenoid



ELECTRICITY

E-10 MAGNETIC.PROPERTIES OF MATTER

E-10a Curie Temperature

The Curie temperature for iron
is 770°C and is the point at
which it loses its ferromag-
netic properties. Two demon-
strations are sh9wn in Fig
E-10a.

(1) A small nickel wire is
attached to a string and is
attracted toward a magnet.
Heating the nickel to its
Curie temperature causes it to
lose its ferromagnetic proper-
ties and it falls away from
the magnet.

(2) A circu/ar piece of soft
iron is pivoted near the poles
,of a magnet. Heat from a lab-

}oratory burner is applied to
one edge of the circular disk.
When the temperature of the
edge of the disk reaches the
Curie point (7700C), it loses
its magnetic properties, and
the d sk, begins to turn very
slowl .

E-10b Diamagnetic Materials

Diamagnetism was discovered by
Michael Faraday in 1846 when
he obServed that bismuth was
repelled in A strong magnetic
field. With the magnet shown
in Fig E-10b, a small piece of
bismuth is attached to a light
string and hung between the

pole pieces of the magnet. A

light source and a lens make
possible its projection on the
classroom screen as shown in
Fig E-10bb. By'turning up the
voltage on the magnet's power
supply, the entire class can
observe the bismuth being re-
pelled in the magnetic field.

Fig E-9c Helmholtz Coils

7-4T-

11,44 Purl
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E-10e Hysteresis.Loop

Stringsctupport twoyon bars
which are located at the cen-
ter of a Coil of about 100
turns of No. 14 copper wire.
The coil is connected through
a reversing switch to a DC
power supply which is con-
trolled by a varible voltage
transformer. With the switch
closed, the current through
the coil is gradually in-
creased to about 15 ampere6,
during which time the iron
bars become magnetized and
slowly spread apart. The cur-
rent is gradually decreased
to Zero and the two bars ap-
proach each other but do not
touch, staying about 1/2 inch
apart. Now throw the revers-
ing switch,and gradually in-
crease the current. The bars
first come togethbr, and then
separate. As you 'decrease tlab
current to zero, the bars

again approact iptch other but
do not touch.

l

,The cycle may
be repeated several times,

and the phenomenon observed
and compared to a hysteresis
loop.

E-10d Barkharlsil Effect

The Barkhausen effect is the sudden flipping of the domains in a ferro-
material and, was discovered bir H. Barkhausen in 1919. The ap-

paratus is shown in Fig E-10d. A piede of soft iron ie inserted in a
coil of wire which is connected to the input of an audio amplifier and
speaker. When a magnet ts moved quickly along the soft iron, the flip-
ping of the domains induces.an emf in the coil and a loud rushing noise
is heard from the speaker. Moving the magnet slowly produces clicks.
(Reference: John W. Hilton, Independent Study and Reswch Papers,
William'Jeirell College Physics Department, Vol'. 5, pp 222-26, 1965-66)

E-11 ITANSFORMERS

E-11a The Induction Coil

The 'induction coil in Fig E-11a makes a gOod demonstration mhen the
tike3ry of this type of transformer is presented.

E-11b Climbing Spark

The transformer shown in Fig E-11b "will deliver 15 milliamperes at
15,000 volts and is VERY DANGEROUS. It is mounted about 7 feet above
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floor level in the lecture
room and the switch should be
locked except when. being used
as' a demonstration' 'for the
"Climbing Spark." The spark
starts at a 3/8-inch gap at
the lower end and climbs to
the top by ionization of the
air above it due to the heat
from the spark.

E-110 Transformers

Fig E-11c shows three trans-
formers that may be used for
demonstrations in the class-

0
room.

E-fld Thompson Type Apparatus

The Cenco, Elihu Thompson type
electromagnetism apparatus is
shown in Fig E-11d. The equip-
ment makes possible several
worthwhile demonstrations, in-
cluding the jumping ring, the
dancing coil, subderged lamp,
rotating disk, spinning ball,
heating copper or aluminum by

*-
induction, boiling w ter by
induction, etc.

Fig E-111)

E-lle The Tesla Coil,

Two Tesla nails are shown.
(1) The one on the left in Fig
E-lle was a6sembled by Charlps
Don Geilker in 1951, and was
based on an article in POPULAR
SCIENCE MONTHLY, Jan. 1946, pp
191-194.
(2) The other was assembled by
John W. Hilton in 1964 and was
*based on an article in the

June 1964, POPULAR SCIENCE, pp
169-73.

An interestini article on Ni-
kola Tesla, br Haraden Prattr
appeared,in the PROCEEDINGS OF
THE IRE, Vol 44, pp 1106-08,
1956.

Many interesting demonstra='

tions may be performea with' .

this equipment. Instructions
appear'in the articles listed
above.

'Fig E.-11c Tr

7 5
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E-12 INDUCTANCE

E-12a Inductive Coils

Inductance is associated with a
coil-of wire. Several types of
inductors are shown in Fig E-
12a.

E-12b Back E.M.F.

Back E.M:F; is associated with
the equation: E = -L di/dt. Jo.
seph Henry obseryea that when a
switch is closed in an induct-
ive circuit, no spark is observ- C.D.Geilker
ed; when the circuit is broken
by opening the switch a .BIG
SPARK is evident.

In Fig E-12b "a switch is shown
which connects a 110 VDC,,power
supply to the twb large induct--
ive coils shown. There is no
spark when.the switch is closed.
When the switch is Opened a hot
one-inch spark is observed. This
is due-to the back E.M.F. and is
a demonstration of the formula:
E = -L di/dt. The snergy of the
inductor is given by:

W = 1/2 LI2.

E-12c Time Constant

The time constant of ansinduct-
ive. circuit is given by fhe e-
quation: t = L/R, where,L is
the self inductance of the coil
and R is the resistance of the
coil,. To demonstrate the time
constant, connect one or more
light bulbs in series with the&
inductor. This is demonstrated
with the equipment shown in Fig
E-12c. When the switch is thrown
there is a noticeable time lag
bdforethe lights come to full,
brightness.

E-12d Self Idduction

The apparatus to the left of the
power supply in Fig E-12d is
shown in the schematic diagram
on° the next page. When the
switch is closed, the neon light
glows on one side and then goes
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-E-12d, continued

put. When the switch is opened
the other side of"the glow lamp
flaslies and then goes out. This
is due to the back E.M.F. in the'
inductance when the switch 'is
closed, which causes the current
to build Up slowly in the induc-
tor. When the circuit is opened,
the decreasing magnetic field
induces a back E.M.F. which fur-
nishes sufficient current to
light the other half of the glow
lamp.

E-13 ALTERNATING CURRENT

E-13a Demonstration of Alternating
Current

A 2-watt neon glow lamp is ro-
tated in a circle with a hand
rotator as shown In Fig E-13a.
Since the lamp is connected,to
110 VAC, 60 Hz, only one side.of
the lamp is-on during each 1/120
second period. When the lamp is
rotated at sufficient angular
speed, this is apparent to the
eye, since the light from- the
neon glow lamp will.appearimi-
lar to the diagram below it.

.e L

Fi d
so
,Indu t n

E-13b Parallel Resonance

The apparatus shown in Fig E-13b

*
may be used to demonstrate par-
allel resonance.

Fig E-13b Parallel Resonance

E-:13a
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4

E-13c Series Resonance (1)

A resistor, an inductor, and a
capacitor are connected in

series as shown in Fig -E-13c.
A schematic diagram of the

circuit appears below.

V10.4i0V--a04100"--

L.

E-13d Series Resonance (2)

Another piece of apparatus for
demonstrating series resonance
is shown in Fig E-13d. Shorting

out the capacitor will make a
circuit that is sometimes used
as a light dimmer.

17111
I Fig E.--13c

iFig E-13detx?es
k

-

_

LS
Series Re-
sonance (1).

S-

E-13e Resonance Experiment '

The brief paper below is reprinted from the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHY-

SICS, Vol 36, January 1968. It makes'a good demonstration or labora-

tory experiment.

,Resonance Experiment

INEXPENSIVE equipment for demonstrating
electrical resonance may be constructnd by

winding about 100 turns of No. 10 copper in-

1111M111

FIG. 2. Arrangement of oscilloscope, oscillator, capacitor,
and coils for resonance experiment.

sulated wire around two wooden circular frames,
each about 3 in. diam. Coil 1 is connected to the

68

output of an audio oscillator. A 0.1 AF capacitor
is placed across coil 2 which is connected to the
input of a cathode-ray oscilloscope.

The coupling between the two coils is adjusted
so that the signal from the LC circuit may be ob-
served on the oscilloscope. By varying the fre-
quency of the oscillator, electrical resonance is
otkained when maximum signal is observe4 on
the oscilloscope. Several different capacitors ikay-
bb used to find the resonant frequency as read
on the oscillator scale. Then, by using the for--
mula: f = 27(LC)-14, 'and solving for L, the
approximate inductancp of the coil may be cir-
culated. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of this
equipment.

W. A. 1111.T011
William Jewell college

RCASERT SANDQUIST

Smithville (Missouri) H.S.



01 PROPEnTIES OF LIGliT

0-la Pin Hole Camera

This,demonstration consists
of a ebiled-filament lamp for
-.the soUrce,a piece of metal
With two small holes in
and a screen. Two images are'
easily seen on the screen, or
only one image when one of
the holea is cov&red.

6-lb Inverse Square Law and
,t Foot-Candle Meter

Fig 0-lb shows a device which,
demonstrates the inverse
square law, as it relates.to
light, sound, etc. A Weston-

.,

type foot-candle meter is al-
so shown.

0-1c Reflection from Plane Mirrors'

A 600 and a 30° kaleidoscope
are shown. Six images are ob-
served with the 60° and 12
with the 30° unit. In the
center is a method of mon-
strating the number of images
seen when two mirrors at

various angles to eagh other.

0-1d Large Plane Mirror

A large plahe. mirrory about
three feet in height,:.may be
used to show that.it*.is of
sufficient size for a person
six feet in height. keigeo-
metry of this problem may be
shown oh the board.

r

0-le Object and Image Distances
witb "a Concave and Convex
Mirror

A screen, an object, and a
concave mirror are shown on
'the following page. A con-
vex millror is bn the side
opposite the concave mirror.

.OPTICS

Pin Hole Camera

dt.

1,m

LKeleidoscope Two Mirrors Kaleidoscope
I 60° 4 30'

IL

0-10
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Large Scale Demonstration of Die
Minimum Angle of Deviation

Wallace A. Hilton
William Jewell College

Liberty; Missouri 64068

Many students when using a
prism spectrometer experience diffi-
culty in obtaining the minimum
angle of deviation for the various
lines of a spectrtun.

Equipment for demonstrating a
method for determining the mini-
muin angle of deviation to an indi-

vidual or to a class is shown in Fig.
3. A 600 prism is mounted on a
table that' may be rotated slowly. A
light' source "that his a single ffia-
ment bulb is mounted in a vertical
position in a metal box. A lens is
used to project the image of the
filament on the classroom screen or
wall.

When the light is directed
through the prism, the beam is
deviated "through an angle that
may, be observed by the change in
position or the image on the
screen.- As the prism table is ro-
tated slowly, it will be observed
that there is a position of the prism

7 0

_OPTICS

0-1f Concave and COnvex Mirrors

Larger mirrors have value in a
bigger classroom, A 16rinch
'diameter Convex mirror is
ihown with a 16-inch concave .

mirror. An Edmund Scientific
Co. 3-inch diameter telescope 4

mirror is also shown. This is
satisfactory to use wAth the
object in Fig 0-le to project
an image on the classroom
screen.

0-2, .1REFRACTI0N OF LIGHT

0-2a Minimum Angle of Deviation

This article is 14epi-inted
froth THE,PHYSICS TEACHER$ 'Vol
7, p 513 (Dec. 1969).4

at which the deviation of the image
of the spectrum formed on the
screen is minimum. This is"the min-
imum angle of deviation for the
spectrum projected on-the -screen.
Red, blue, or, othermfilters may be
placed in the path of the light and
the minimum abgle observed for
various colors.

It should be pointed out to the
student that there is greater disper-
sion for flint glass prisms used in a
spe4troscope and that the mini-
mum angle of deviation can te
obtained for each spectral line:

,2°-

s

(0-2a) Pig 3
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P-2b Index of Refraction of Air

This eXperiment- ,is ° usually
done in the laboratbry, but
may be done as aia demonstra
tion.

The article below is reprinted
from THE PHYAICS TEACHER, Vol
6, p. 176, 1968.

'V.

OPTICS

Index of Refrodion of Air
Wallace A. Hilton

William Jewell College, Liberty, Missouri 64068

Measuring the index of refraction of air at atniospheric
. pressure can be an interesting and worthwhile experiment

for the beginning student. The equipment needed includes
a vacuum pump, a monochromatic light source, and a
PSSC Advanced Topics Michelson interferometer with
vacuum chamber. (Macalaster "Scientific Co., 60 Arsenal
St., Watertown, Mass. Item Number 3500, $20.00.) This.
apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.

The interferometer is adjusted so as to see circular
fringes; straight or curved fringes are also satisfactory.
It is desirable to observe first the fringes without the
vacuum chamber in place and, °later, -with the vacuum
chamber in the beam of light ,on one arm of the inter-
ferometer. The chamber id' evacuated, after which air is
slowly leaked into the chamber, thus increasing the optical
path as indicated by fringes moving across the field of
view. If the chamber is 5 cm long and the 5461 A green
line of mercury is used as the monochromatic light source,
about 50 fringes wiljle observed to rre across the field.

The change in optical path, Ax = N1/2, <where N is the
number of fringes moving past a .referencp point when
air is leaked into the 'vacuum chamber, and 7, is the wave-o
length of the light. Let d be the optical length of the
vacuum charnb6 and be the optical length when filled
witft air at atmospheric, yressure. Also, let, n be the index
of refraction of the vacuum and equal to 1.00000. Let re
be the index of Afraction of air in the "chamben'thea =

o ad (optical path in Vacuum) + Ax (the increaseln optical
path due to the air). Thus 4' nd + NA/1 sin6e Lix
4/2.

Fig. 1. The PSSC Advanced Topics Michelson interferometer.

Dividing both sides of this equation by d the following
equation is obtained:

d' nd= .
d a 24

Since n' = d'/ d and n = 1.00000, the equation becomes

n' = 1 + NX

-2d
Thus by counting the mumber of fringes N and meesur-

ing the length Of the chamber ds, the index of refractimi
of air at atmospheric Apressure may be calculated. For
example, if N = 53 fringed, IP= 5 cm, and I = 5461 X
10-8 an, 'the index of refraction of air n' will be 1.00029
which approximates handbook values. Errors may be due
to the laCk of a perfect vacuum and to variations in at-
mospheric pressure.

-The experiment may be repeated 'using 'carbon dioxide
or some other gas that is available in the laboratory.
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0-2c Total Reflection and Refrac-
.

tion

Severalprisms for demonstrat-
ine-tmr6l reflection and re-
fraction are snoWn in Fig
0-2d.

o 0

0-2d Fiber'Optics and Internal Re-.
.flection

Five diffe'rent light pipes are
available for demonstrating
Fiber 'Optics and ,internal re-
flection, as , shown ih 'Fig
0-2e.

0-3 DISPERSION

0-3a Dipersion 'can be deMon-
strated 0y-using a prism and a
light spurce /o produce a

snectrUmon a Screen.,

0-4 LENSES

0-4a Image Location from Lenses
.

The set of lenses shown in
Fig 0-4a may be used with an
"Object Source" and a screen
to demonstrate the six generalo
cases for object and image
dist,ances: (real or virtual,
smaller .or larger, etc.). --In
some cases it.will be useful
to project the image on the
classroom screen.

'0-40 Optical Disk

About 25 ,optical demonstra-
tions May be performed _with
the optical disk shoWn in Fig.
0-4b, such as reflection, re-
fraction, measurement of focal
length of mirrors and lenbes,
total t internal reflectLon,
spherical aberration, varia-
tion of indexi of, refraction

-with color, etc.
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Fig 0-2c

Fig 0-2d rirtus for
Filly Optics,
Dsmonstratioris

(2) (3) (4)



0-40 cipIes OXIDE GLASS LAMP

If CHOICE OXIDE is written in
red and .GLASS LAMP is written,
in blue and a tube filled
with water is placed in front
of the words, the words GLASS
LAMP appear' to be inverted

when viewed through the tube
,of water. WHY? This is a

corridor experiment. (J. S.
Miller, AWRICAN JOURNIAL 'OF

_PHYSICS Vol 2, p 71, 1955)

OPTICS

0-5 OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

0-5a Cameras: Among the cameras
that may be exibited before
a class are: an early model
press camera, a Bolex 8 mm

movie camera, a Nikon 35 mm
camera, and a Century Graphie
2 1/4" x 3 1/4" press camera.

0-5b The, Eye and a Bigger "Eye"

A model of the human eye is,
available for the Olassroom

and a Questar telescope is

available for a visit td the
roof of
look at

planets,
filter
observing
eclipses,

Science Hall
the sun,

stars, etc

is available
sun

etb.

44,4 t ia.Ass Lam*

for a

moon,

_ A i2,`

for
spots,

0-5c Metallograph

Somestudents may want to see the
Unitron Metallograph in the Optics
Laboratory.

0-5d UV-Visible Monochromator

Interest6d students 'may receive a
demonstratibn of the Jarrel-Aah

Monochi'omator ih -the ticS,

3 J.aboratotY.

83.
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0-5e ,Sun Telescope

: The description of the sun'

telescope is reprinted from
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS,
Vol 38, pp 391-92, March 1970.

A Solar Telescope for the C

Fig 0-5e Photographs. tLicen from
classroom screen, of the March 7,

1970, eclipse of the sun.

WALLAcigA.'.nmroN
Jewell College, Welly, Missouri 64068
(Received 4 September 1969)

A visit to the Mc Sloth Solar 'Telescope suggested the
idea for a sun telescope for the Physics lectureroom.

r A room is needed which is light-tight except. for one,
small window on the south side of the' room. With the
window opeii, the heliostat shown in Fig. 1 is placed in the
opening so that light front trip sun 4rikes the mirror 11/15
at an angle so that it will be reflected to the mirror My,: 'he
axis of the two mirrors, MI and Mg, is adjusted to be parallel
to the earth's axis, which is in the dirotion of POlaris, the
north star. This makes it possible for the motor2 to rotate
M1 and thus track the sun as it moves across die sky.

Light is then reflected from mirror Mg horizontally
across the. room (15-4( : ft) to the mirroi Mg. MirrorS

A. Ifeliostat showing the motor-drive ami tire front surfaced
inirtersoMs and Mg. Wken inocration, the mirror Alt and the ochre,-
matbc lens t are !stated 011 the ketnre ream table and the screen is
located lust above the heliostat.

74

lit and M2 are optical flats )which were obtained 'from
surplua optical equipment and then coated with a thin
alUminum film. Ms is a concave mirrot,3 3 in. in diameter

and has a focal length of 30 in.; however the focal length is
not.critical. '

The light reflected 'frojn Ma forms a small image of the 0
sun at its focal point, or about 30 in. from the mirror Mx.
This image of the sun then becomes the object for the

achromatic lens L of 1-in, focal length. The lens is then
adjusted so ai to form a large image of the sun on the
screen, which may be located on thi) wall just above the

Flo. 2. Arrangement of the lielieztat, the mirror Ms, the achromatic
lens L and the screen.

t
open window where the heliostat is' located. dareful ad-
justment and the right touch will be required to get the
three' mirrors and the lens in p7 roper adjustment. The

arrangement of the heliostat, the concave mirror Ms, the
achromatic leesI, arid the screed is shown in Fig. 2.

This apparatus makes it possible for an entire doss to see
'the image of the sun and to observe sunspots on the, class-
rdom screen.

*Pthibited at the AAPT Apparatus Cbmpotitio.Ofew York nilton
Rotel, 3-0 February 1069:

1 Located at Hitt Peak, neat. Tucson, Ariz.
2 Edmund Scientific co., itC111 ND. 70 726.
1 Edmund Scientific Co.,`Itent No."60 082.
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.0-5f Lapger Telescopes
. .

Three' small refraoting -telescopes
are available, for, observatiOns on

the roof of ML,ston Scignoe Hall.
The ,

qiameter6 of the objectilie
len?s are 2.7511, 3 11, and 4"-.

Two i,eflecting type' telescopes
made 1W. W., A. Hilton are also
avail le for use. See Fig 0-5f.

0-5g 1 Small Planetarium

A, description of "A
-Planetai-ium for the
Amateur Astc,onomer"

is reprinted from
SCHOOL SCIENCE AND
NMTHEMATICS,

0 February 1957.

a

Pig 0-5f

A PLANETARIUM FOR THE.AMATEUR ASTRONOMER0

WALLACE A. HILTON
William Jewell College, Liberty, Afissouri

For the past several years, small planetariumil have been available
for home use; however when the stars are projected on the ceiling
and walls of the ordinary room the-constellations are distorted.

o

-In order' to prevent this distortion, itis necessary to have a hemi-
spherical dome. An easily consftucted and simple type dome is shown
hi Fig. 1. The supporting frame is sawed from f inchplywood and the
pieces are nailed together so as to make the diameter of thedome
six feet. Cheesecloth is stapled to the structure and the planetarium
is mounted atthe center of the dome. In this caie the dome is mounted
in a home garage and just attoye the engine-space of the 'family car.

kits*. Maattatina, Spits Istiatatories, Yotilys, Damn. -



OPTICS'

In the evening *hen the room is dark, the ribbed structure cannot
be seen through the cheesedoth and the stars are easily seen in their
correct position.when projected on the dome.

In order, to make the planetarium show more interesting tb the
local grade school and high school astrOnomers, flashlight bulbs are
placed on the west and east sides of the dome. These are controlled
by rhedstals. The setting sun is represented by dimming the bulb
in the west, and then after.seeing the.starA of the erftire night, the
bulb to Ai east is gradually turned on to indicate the rising sun.

0-5h A Planispheric Plane
.

tarium

-A description of "A

Planispheric Plane
tarium for the Astron
'omy Club" is reprinted
from SCH001. SCIENCE
AND MATHEMAT CS, Peb
tuary 1940.
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A PLANISPHERIC PLANETARIUM FOR THE
ASTRONOMY CLUR

WALLACE A. +HILTON

Hickman High School; Columbia, Missouri

Astronomy Clubrrt the high school level are in need of better ways of
studying, the celestial bodies. Star maps in general do not reveal the move-
ment of the stars and other bodies of the sky. Neither do they point out
the place of the horizon at the various times of the day and the, year or
the movement of the Sun and moon among the stars.

In n effort to overcome these problems the Astronomy Club at Hick-
man igh School has a so-called "Planispheric Planetarium." This piece
of asttoomical apparatus is. a home-made device which does show the
movement of the stars, the sun, arid the moon during every day and hour
of the year. This instrument is powered by a small electric motor which
turns at 4800 revUutions per minute; however it is geared down so that
the time for one revolution of the map, which corresponds to one day of
twenty-four hours, is about five minutes. This is made possible by a group
of pullies which are so arranged so as to reduce .the speed about 10,000
times.

All of the stars that may be seen throughout the year at Columbia are
drawn on the map that is lour feet in diameter. Since all of these stars
cannot be seen at any one time, the map is placed behind a frame that is ,
so designed to show only that portion that may be seen at any one tithe.
The edge of, this- frame which represents the horizon is not a true circle
but rather More or less eliptical or egg-shaped. This is due to the change
from polar coordinates to plane coordinates and is obtained by some simple
calculations in spherical trignometry.

Objects w.hich represent the sun and the moon are placed just in front
of the map so that the paths that they take as they ,apparently travel
through the stars may be easib; seeit, the sun making a revolution with
every 365 revolutions of4he stars,snd the moon making a revolution each
twenty-eight days. A mechanical clock is connected so as to give the exact
time of the day and a mechanical calendar gives the date of the various
months..

This instiument which we have termed a Planispheric Planetarium has
helped to increase the interest and knowledge of the members of the Hick-
man Astronomy Club in the study of the celestial bodies.

Ir0



. 0-6 COLOR

0.rela Weleh Color Apparatus:: -

The Weich Color Apperettis' iS
a very Useful piece of equip
ment for demouStrating the

addition:sof the prifOry
ors: red, greed, apd Olug,

0-6b Ceneo Color Apparatus

The Cenco'Color Apparatus is'
similarto the Welch appara-
tus in that the primary col-
ors may be'projected on the
classroom screen," and thg
addition of colors observed.

0-6c . Filtergrpph

OPTICS

The Ceneo Dalinkin,-Dwight
Filtergraph has four filterfs
with four corresponding spec-
trographic, diagrams and a

slide. It may be used with'
an overhead projector Or a
3 3./4! x 4" projector.

F'

11111111Ln

It

-.-87

0
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.0-7 DIFFHACTI0I AND INTERFERENCE

0-7a Single and'Multiple Slits

Several years ago the Physics
Department purchased 24 of
the Cornell Interference and
Diffraction Slitfilm Demon-
strators.. These are Shown in
Fig. 0-7a, together with -sev-
erM4. diffraction gratings,
red and blue filters, single
filament likht bulb, gas dis-
charge tubes, and a Hg light
source whicb is covered with
black tape.so as to make it a
long-line Hg source. The in-
structions which were re-
ceiVed with the Cornell Slit-
film Demonstrator appear
below and opposite.

PROPERTIES REQUIRED FOR THE DEMONSTRATION

For best Tesults in demonstration of interference
oand diffraction, each student should have a slitfilm
for hi.4 personal use during lecture discussions.
Equally usable is the glass.bound slitfilm, or the film
itself unbound, although the tatter, subject to surface

- scratching, is likely to become less effective upon the
diffusion of light through a scratched' siir.face.

For viewing the phenomena through the slitfilm, one
requires a clear glass single-filament lamp, such as
Type T.10 120-volt clear showcase lamp, 1W in
diameter, 5'7" long, available in any electric or hard-
ware store for about 29c, or for large classes, a tubu-
lar clear glass showcase lamp, Type 40.T8, 40 watts,
120 volts, 1" long, approkimately $1.20.

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY

THE NATIOkAL PRESS
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

but no tongen avaitabte helm.

OPTICS

Fig 0-7a

wal es may Or ago*. ,Na 41M1.1k Of .11

0-7b Interference in Thin Films

,

Colored interference fringes may be obtained by filling a shallow pan
with water and then letting a small drop of oil fall on the water. A
thinafilm of oil will spread over the surface. Then light reflected
from a.ceiling light at thee two surfaces of the oil film,will appear
blue if the thickness of-the oil filM is such as to cause constructive
interference for blue light. Moving,the iron bar so'as to change the

4..

thickness of the film will produce other colors of the spectrum. Mov-,
ing the bar.decrease the area of the oiljilm and thus increases the



DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE CORNELL INTERARENCE
AND DIFFRACTION ,SLITFILM

1. Set the lamp with the filament vertical at any
convenient distance from the observer, from one foot
to fifty feet. A single lamp is, sufficient for a whole
class.

2. Hold the ,slide with the long dimension vertical,
with the Cornell Aeronautical I.aboratory monogram

0 in the upper right corner, as illustrated on
the chart.

3. Hold the film close to the eye (almost touching
the eye) and look through the slide at the single.
filament lamp.

4. More than twenty different patterns may be seen
by looking through the different elements on the slide.
For example, on the left is a column of single slits
of different widths The slit at the top is so wide that
things will appear quite normal when seen through it.
As one goes down the column, the slits get narrower,
and the single.slit diffraction patt gets broader.
(The filament becomes less disti and "broader.")

n t e rag t, except o top element which is-
a single slit, there is a column of double slits of
different spacings. The farthes apart the slits, the
closer together are the interference fringes of the
double.slit interference pattern.

In the fourth column is a group of multiple slits;
secondary maxima can be seen in at least tato of the
patterns.

In the middle column is a group of coarse diffrac-
tion gratings having various ratios of ,slit widths to
slit spacings.

The pattern in the center of the slide gives thel'
greatest dispersion. With this pattern coarse measure
ments may be made of the wavelength of the green
mercury line in an ordinary fluorescent lamp (covered
by a narrow slit), or of the most prominent neon lines
in a neon lamp, etc. The second "column" shows a

s.

,

0

double slit of variable spacing but constant width,
faked into a double slit of constant spacing but
varying width, faired into a single slit of varying
width. When this pattern is drawn past the eye
(vertically), many phenomena can be seen.

5, Many additional phenomena can be demonstrat.
ed. One may use blue and red color. filters over the
lamp, from which it will be seen that ihe patterns are
wider with the longer wavelength red light. One may
observe the position of "missing orders," although in
the closely spaced patterns, it is not possible to con:
trol missing orders too svell. If one looks at a pattern
of closely spaced akurces (for example, a transparent
line source with lifies spaced about 14 inch apart),
then many interesting phenomena care be seen. Tilt.
ing the slide about a vertical ams in effect varies the
slit spacing. In respect to directional characteristics,
it is desirable to draw analogies among optics, sonar,
and radars, etc.

6. la is worth noting why the filament of the lamp
appears th be spread out in a series of fringes. Actu.
ally., the filament is not altered when the slit is put
in front of the eye, but the slits produce. interference
.or diffraction patterks focussed and spreWd out on the
retina of the eye. Because the pattern is spread out
on the retina, we "see" ihe pattern spread out in
space.

7. For further information on the slitfilm, see
Seville Chapman and Harold Meese, American 'Jour-
nal of Physics, 25, 135-138, March 1957. For further
information on the phenomena to be observed, con-
suit any good book. on physical optics (for example,

, Jenkins and White), and stddy the chapters on in.
terference and diffraction.

C.A.L. MONOGRAM IN UPPER
RIGHT .HAND CORNER

(AS SEEN BY OBSERVER)

"CUT-AWAY" VIEW
SNOWING FRINGES
SPREAD OUT ON
REYINA,Of THE EYE.

--
was

ON. MM. 11011

SCHAMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING METHOD
OF USE 'OF SLIT-SLIDES.

SINGLE FILAMENT
CLEAR GLASS LAMP
AT FRONT OF LECTURE
ROOM.

,0-7b, continued

thickness. The oil must be
of low viscosity, such as
old crank-case oil from a
carp The film may be re-
moved by sliding the bar
across the top-of the pan,.
This is an excellent dem-..

onstration.

for Water
41 PHs with- Droppers Rin

, "bar"

.4t

Fig 0-713 Interferencs Thin Pi
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0-7c Pails Experi'ment A

Pohl's experiment on inter-,

ference may be performed with\
a good quality mica sheet and
a mercury light source. The
interference pattern formed
by"reflection betwen the two
surfaces of the 'mica will
produce circular, frinies
which may be easily observed
on the classroom screen.

A mercury lignt source that
may bo, used, for this and
other experiments is des-
cabed in the following re-
print from the AMERICAN JOUR-
NAL OF PHYSICS, Vol 19', p

248, April 1951.

01;TICS

SEVERAL economical types of mercury light sources
have been suggested for the beginning laboratory:

Schwinnt has suggested- the use of a type 816 mercury-.-
vapoi rectifier. Kirkpatrick2 suggests an ordinary fluores-
cent lamp while McCay and Bishop3- use a stan'dnid
germicidal lamp:

Another satisfactory sourceqpnay be constructed with
parts usually found in a physics laboratory plus three
items that may be purchas'ed for less than $15.00. These
items are a GE84 sunlamp whkh operates from a (GE
No. 58G720),ballaSt, and the special socket for the lamp.
The other parts consist of a tin can for the lamp house, a
ring stand to hold the lamp at the desired height, and a
small metal abinet to house the ballast. An off-on switch
may be mounte on one side of the cabinet. It may also
prove convenient to have an Outlet on the same side of the
cabinet which will permit the lamp to be disconnected A
filter liolder may be constructed of plywood or some other
material and clamped to the lighthouse with a coil spring
At William Jewell College we have constiucted several of
these units, one of which is shown in Fig 1.

WALLACE A. HILTON
William Jewell College,
Liberty, Missouri

M. %V. Schwinm Am. J. 'Phys. IS, 279 (1947).-
2P. Kirkpatrick, Am. J. Phys. IS, 359 (1947).
I M. S. McCay and E. S. Bishop, Am. J. Phys. 16, 361 (1948).

FIG. 1. MerCury light source.

° 0-7d Interference Fringes, Newton's Rings, Arago White Spot

The thickness of thin metallic films may be observed with a 36 in2
broad source Helium lamp or more accurately with* a soaium source and a
microscope. Newton's rings miy be observed with either light source. An
optical flat is available for determining the klatness of other pieces of
glass.

A demonstration or the Arago White Spot, located in the physics depart-
ment hall, is -described below in a paper 'reprinted from the AMERICAN
JOURNAL OF FIHYSICS, Vol 36, PP 9-10, April 1968.
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-Axago 'White Spot

GgNERAL physics texts1-2 usually include a
description of the experiment by Jean AragO

which is one 'of the most convincing demonstral.
tions of Fresnel diffraction theory. Usually. called
the Arago white spot, it may 'be observed in the
shadow cast by a small ball bearing from a point
source of light. The result iS a white spot in the
center of the shadow and circular fringes sur-
roliiicling it. This fqmous experiment may be
presented as a permanent corridor demonstra-
tion by placing a small flashlight bulb at one

tottiad Sotatee
Helium'. Lamp

Jilicroscope

4.fm..
.

Sodium
Lamp

Fig 0-7d

07e Microwave, Optics: S-Band,

,2cm

'The General Electric micro-
-

wave equipment is available
,for demonstrations to large
classes.

0-7f Microwave Optics: X-Band, 3cm

The tudd-Stanley 3cm Micro-
wave Equipment is useful in
smaller Qlasses andfor indi-
vidual laboratory work. ,

91

end of the hall and a small telescope at a dis-
tince of from 75 to 125 ft awaY". A small ball
bearing is placed midway, and in line with, the
lamp and the telescope. When the light) is turned
on and the ball bearing carefully adjusted for
alignment with the telescope, the Arago white
spot and the circular fringes may be observed.

This demonstration, using a OE No. 1`3' bulb,
a ball bearing 10 mm in diameter, al'a small
10X telescope has been exhibited in the William
Jewell College physics corridor for over 15 yr.
The distance between the bulb and the tele:scope
is 90 ft, with the baU bearing being 30 ft from
the telescope; however, these &stances are not
critical.

WAILACE A. HILTON
William Jewell College, Liberty, Mo.

RonEnTSANDQUIST
Sinitheille, Missouri,i1LS.

1W. W. McCormick, Fundamentals of College
Physics (The Macmillan Company, New York, 1965),
pp. 671-673.

2F. W. Sears Emd M. W. Zernansky, College Physics
(AddisonWesley Publishing Co., Inc., Reading, Mass
1960), 3rd ed.

Fig 0-7e'G.E. 12-ca Mic

Fig 0-7f

equipment

eY" 3-4mi
Allimmonstration
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0-7g Double Slit and Fresnel Zones Fig 0-7g Slit 4,Pri,

The_ equipthent shown in Fig
0-7g is used with the 12-cm
microwave oscillator to

demonstrate double slit
interference and Fresnel zone
interference to large classes.

0-7h Microwave Demonstrations, 420
mHz

Microwave demonstrations using
420 mHz are desceibed in the
article below, reprinted from
the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYS-
ICS, Vol 20, Pp 307-08, May
1952.

Microwave Demonstrations*
Jos Eitu W. CUASTEENt AND WALLACE A. HILTON

. William Jewell College. Liberty, Missouri
(Received January 14.1952)

THE importance of microwaves in the teaching of
physical optics has been pointed out by Andrewsi

using'2500-megacycle (I2-cm) commercial equipment ',
Persons interested in constructing rather, inexpensive

microwave equipment (420 megacycles) that may be used
for this purpose may find the circuits and description of
thisotype equipment which appeared in a recent issue of
Hans News2 of interest.

Two 420-megacycle oscillhtors, together with antenna,
intensity meter, and Lecher-wires are shown inFig. I. This
apparitus'ihiy be used to demonstrate several properties of,
electromagnetic waves, such as interference, reflection,
polarization, stinding waves, etc. It may also be used in the

MICROWAVE
EMORSTRATIONS

. S. PILLS111110
DEPT OF PHYSICS

E'xpedmeats that may be performed include the
following:

1. Reflection spay be studied using a metal reflector
or a half-wave wire reflector.

2. Radio fading may be shown using a reflector to
represent the ionosphere.

3. Standing waves may be shown by moving( the
intensity meter between the antenna and a reflector.

4. Polarization may be shown by rotating the in-
tensity meter, or -by the insertion of a parallel wire
screen between the antenna and intensity meter.

5. Fieldkattern of an antenna may be observed by
reading the Intensity meter at various locations.

6. Focusinif. of electromagnetic waves may be de-
monstrated with a half-wave reflector.

7. The effect of a reflector on a television antenna
may be shown by using a half-wave reflector with the
intensity meter.

8. Using a Lecher-wire system, standing waves may
be demonstrated and the frequency of the oscillator..
measured.

* Exhibited at the 12th Annual Colloquium of College Physicists
State University of Iowa. june 13-16,1951.

t Now in United States NavY.
1 C. L. Andrews. Am. J. Phys. 14,379-82 (1946) and 17,462 (1940.
2 Ham News."Table Top Antennas," 4, No. 1.1-5, Jan.-Feb, (1949).

General Eleetrre Company, Schenectady.Few York.

FIG. L. Microwave demonstration apparatus,

teaching of microwaye transmission as applied to radio and
television.
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0-7i Acoustical Optics

Optical experiments that have
been presented in Experiments
0-7e, f, g$ & h may also be'
demonstrated with soUnd waves,
of from 7000 to 10,000 Hz, with
the equipment shown in Fig 0-
7i. The following article from
the AMERtCAN JOURNAL OF 'PHYS-
ICS, Vol 17, p 581, Dec 1949,
describes a demonstration of
acoustical interference.
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The Acoustic Radiator

THE Schilling1-1 articles of a 'decade ago gave impetus
to the design of apparatus for the use of high frequency

audible sound waves, in place of optical waves, to illustrate
more easily. Huyghen's wave principle, interference and
diffraction phenontena.

One of. the acoustical radiators,* manufactured to demon-
strate the above principles, was purchased in 1939 by'the
University of Arkansas. The equipment has worked well
except for the Galtion whistle, which was used as the source
of sound. Even with a constant pressure tank, the Ire-
quency would not always remain constant over any
sequence of experiments. Following the war, the Galton
whistle was replaced by a very small loud speaker placed
within the tube. The sound was directed toward a pare-

-

-6761
Op'

Four speakers
at end of tube

r 142scil6r74
timt.

High Pass
Fitter Amp! Icier

Microphone an
Ad of 2.5'arm

FIG. 1. An acoustic radiator designed to radiate plane waves at
opening B by use of four speakers connected in series and located
at end A.

bolic reflector at the closed end. The reflected wave which
passed through the open end has provefl to be more
satisfactory than that from the Ga1ton whistle.

The main purpose of this letter is to call attention to the
loud speaker system used in a moresecent construction of
a; complete acoustical radiator at William Jewell College.
In this instrument four small loud speakers, connected in
series,. were placed at A of Fig. 1, the location of the
parabolic reflector mentioned in the previous paragraph.
This source has proved very satisfactory for a range. of
frequencies from 5000 to 10,000 cycle gec-, to perform some
23 different experiments.

0-8 POLARIZATION

0-8a Polarization by Reflection

When unpolai.ized light falls on
a piece of glass at an angle of
incidence equal to about 570/
the reflected light is plane
polarized If this light is

then directed to another piece
of glass at about the same an-
gle of.incidence, but,at 900 to
the plane of polarization, the
intensity, will approach zero.
Apparatus for this demonstra-
tion is shown in Fig 0-8a,

Wi

The tube is constructed of wood and lined inside with
glass fiben. one inch thick. The circular and rectangular
slits are made from quarter-inch 3-ply wood. The semi-
reflectors Are made of painted screen wire. The arrange-
ment for the oscillator, amplifiers, and oscilloscope is also
shown in Fig. 1.

William Jewell College
Liberty, Missouri

University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, Arkansas

WAVIACE A. HILTON'

L. B. nor

I H. K. Schilling and W. Whitson.Am. Physics Teacher 4. 27 (1936).
.1H. K. Schilling, Am. Physics Teacher 5. 280 (1937); 6, 1$6, 266

(1938).
Central Scientific Co.. Catalog 1-141, Item No. 84685.
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40-8h' Polarization of Light

Experiments

The kit for presenting several:
demonstrations using an over7
head projector includes a piece
of VW plate glass, touimali
cryetal, polarizere, calci

crystals,% A/4 plate, .)a

plate, mica; several double-re
fracting material's, photo-elas
.tic Specimens, two:
equare Polaroid sheets and
sheet of plastic for use wit
the overhead projector. A ra
ther dramatic demonstration o
polarized light experiments ma
be 'presented tgith this equip
ment.

N .

0-8c Retardation Plates and Ellipso
metry

Several models of retardatioh
plates are available and are
briefly described in this re-
print from the AMERICAN JOURNAL
OF PHYSICS, Vol 21, pp 266-670
September 1953.

'Students interested in this
field may want to see an ellip-
someter like the one shown in
Fig 0-8c..

Demonstration Models Of Retardation,Plates in
Polarized Light '
WALLACE A. HILTON I

William laud! College, Liberty, Missouri

PTIEXTBOOKS on optics' iive good explanations-of the
characteristics of retardation plates as related to

plane-polarized light. flowever, models may serve as an
additionai aid to the instructor in' presenting this part of
the light and optics course.

Fifteen modele Fe proposed as an aid in the teaching'
of the following three topics:

1. A model of a half-wave retardation plate in whichw
the plane of polarization is rotated through 90 degrees is
shown in Fig. 1. The first model represents plane-polarized
light, whose plane of vibrati6h is oriented at 45 degrees to
the 9ptic aids of the retardation plate, thus making the
ordinary and extraordinar3r waveof equal 'amplitude.
This is shown in Mode 2 of Fig. 1. A study of Models 3
and edernonstrates holy the plane of polarization is rotafed
through 90 degrees due to the different velocities of the
.8 qnd the 0 rays in the half-wave plate. This 90-degree
rotation is indicated fit-Models 4 and 5 of Fig. 1.

4,A

Art

2. In 'a similar manner models to explain how plane-
polarized light becomes circularly polaAzed light after
passing through a quarter-wave plate may be constructed.

3. Models whkh present an arbitrary dretardatkn plate
which gives elliptically polarized light may also be pre-
pared.

After. . discuising each 0 the above, the relationship of
the three types may be presented along with the fa-ct that

circularly polarized light and linearly polarized light are
special Cases of elliptkally polarized light.

(Continued on,next page)

;
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°. These models are made of plastic and are supported on
wooden pins and bases, Drawing ink is tged to represent
the waves.

V
6 I Wkvotrorti,e,xe

oftti"

I F. W. Sears, (AddiSon-Wesley Press, caynbridge, 194) ,
3rd editTon. PP. 185-'91'

2 Exhibited nate Colloquium of College Physicists, Store University
or Iowa, June It-414, 1952.

L,,m.e.c>. Sago- 41,

fe 6), if-W4144 1%.14
Pot1arize4 Avc .

fotootrce go"

0

FIG. 1. Models for the explanatitin of apalf-pave plate in polarized light.

' 0-9 SPEaTRA

0-9a Spectra Projectioh on Screen" -

The B & L spectra projection
kit is ied with a 35mm slideid
projector to present a contin-
uous specerum on the classroomif-
screen. Absorption cells which:.
.may be filled with various col-it-'.7
ored liquids 'may be placed ih
the slide projector 'and Ihe
absorption spectrum,observed on
the screen.

A reflection type grating is a=
vailable for showing the visi-
ble spectrum. The Eaton's Di-
rect. Vision (Ceneo) lecture ta- 0-9a Projacti
ble prism may-also be.used for
this purpose.

ma Projector g
. -

0
.,.4

at 44.

4 0.410)0 0 ,...ti i n 1.4
* *

Q 8

o
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OPTICS

0-9b Emission Spectra (1)

The apparatus-shown in,Pig 0-.
7a makes a'very worthwhile dem-
onstration pxperiment; .Tube-
Lite spectrum , tmbes with a

13,00 lines/inch grating are
viewe& by- each Student.

A calibrated grating spectrOme-
ter makes possible the reading
of the approximate ,wave1ength
of- the spectral ,lines; it is
shown in Fig 0-9b. When light
from-the sky is f6cused on their,eia
slit, the Fraunh6fer lines may

0

7
'be observed.

Fig

0-91) Calibrated Grating
-1

Spectrimeter

c Prism Spect

0-90 Emission Spectra (2)
0 t

A prism spectrometer may also
be used to study emission spec-
tra as shown'in Fig.0-9c.

FH9d, Absorption Spectra
a

The 'Barnes ES-0.00 EducatiOnal
Speetrometer is helpful iP dem.,
onstrating absorption spectra°
to small classes...4 depgription .

of this topic is given in the
following reprint 1roM the
AMERI0AN JOURNAL PHYSTCSi

pp.542-431ne 196:7. -7

trshigtheBarnesES-100'

EducationalSpectrometer

WALLACE A. HILION AND JANET' M. WHAM*
William' Jewell College, Liberty, Mistiriri

(Received 18 JW190(3; reviIion received 1Drceber 1966)

IN his evaluation of the Barnes ES-100 Educational
spectrometer Kaylorl pointed out that the unii in-

cluded four filters and had as its light source a 12-V-
spun-filament autornobile lamp.

In order to study the absorption of the- four -filters,
the output of the lead sulfide detector was connepted
to the., input of A 50-MV/cm strip.;thart reeorder A .
motor drive was cOnnected to the gratings apd the s?Oec-
trum from 0.1 to 3.0 A w4s %canned.

Each of the four filters, infrared-absorping (IRA) glass, ,
infrared-yansmitting (IRT) glasi, didymium glass, and
germanium, Axes placed, one at a time, in front of the
light, source and the spectrum was scanned. The llme
for each scan was 250 sec. A comparisep of the inten-
sities tranimitted by the Alters with thegintensity -of the
unfilterid light is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Anotter experiment was the study of the infrared
absorption' of a tinted glass iecopunended for automo-

biles with, air-conditioning. Figure 3 shows the transmis-
sion curves of a pieee" of plate glass, 7.5 mm thiCk, a
piece of automobile tinted glass, 6.5 mm thick and a
piece of Edmund Scientific Company heat-absorbing
glass, 7.0 mm thick.

It was interesting to demonstrate the Wren displace-
ment law by varying the input voltage to the 12-V
transformer and observing the displacement Of 'the maxi-
mum to shorter wavelengths as the voltage is increased.,
This is shown in Fig. 4.

-
National Science Foundation Undergraduate Reseirch and

Independent Study Participant, 1965-66.
.111. M. Kaylor, Am. J. Phys. 34, 74-15 (1966).
41'



NO FILTER

OPTICS

0.3 LO La 2.0
WIMELENIITH IN MICRONS

3.0

Fie. 1. The intensity of transniistion of radiation from 0.1 to 3.0 it
for the infrared transmitting glass (IRT) and the infrared absorb-
ing glass (IRA).

0-10 HOLOGRAPHY AND LASER PHYSICS

0-10a An amazing 360° hologram (Edmund
Scientific Co. No. 71,101) may be
observed with an intense Hg lamp
with 5461°A green filter, or some

Other filter for-another Hg line.
A small motor turns the hologram
t.1.1rough 360° in one minute.

Hologram Hg.+Source

0.5 1,5 2.0
WATIENIFIN IN MICRONS

Fro. 2. The intensity of transmission of radiation from 0.i to 3.0
for didymium glass and the germanium filter.

NO FILTER

FLOE GLASS MS Mil TRICIA

Fx
for
ing

0.5 1.0 L 5 2.0 2.3 30
WAVELENGTH SC MICRONS

3. The intensity of transmission of radiation from 0.1 to 3.0 it
late glass, automobile tinted glass, and Edmund heat absorb-

s.

ow(
tao voas

0.3 1.0 LS 2.0

vostumos IN MCKIM
3.o

Fro. 4. The intensity of radiation from the 12-V spun filament
lamp when operated at different temperatures by varying the in-
put voltage of the 12-V transformer.

0-10b Holographic Camera

The Gaertner holographic system
for,making holograms may be shown
to interested persons foI16wing a
class period. See Fig 0-10b.

0-10c Laser Experiment6

Many demonstrations may, be per-
formed with a laser using the kit
of materials shown in Fig 0-10c.
These include interference, dif-
fraction, a target bell, polari-
zation, etc.

97
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0-10d Fabry-Perot & Michelson Inter-
ferometer Experime
Laser

nts with

The He-Ne Laser is very useful
to demonstrate the interfer-
ence phenomena associated with
the Michelson and Fabry-Perot
interferometers as shown in Fig
0-10d. A low-cost Fabry-Perot
etalpn is described this re-

print from the AMERICAN JOUR-
NAL OF PHYSICS, Vol 36, Jan-
uary 1968.

Low-Cost Fabry-Perot Eta Ion

JALDESCRIPTION of low-cost Fabry-Perot
&talons has appeared ha the literature."

Another method is, to use surplus circular plates

\ op,

Fro. 1. Ring system of mercury 5461 A line using Ed-
mund low-cost optical flat glass with aluminum coating.

of optically flat glass.5 Aluminum is evaporated
in a vacuum on the glass to produce a mirror-like
deposit through which about 10% of the incident
light is transmitted.

A 1-cm Invar spacer2 was used between two
such plates to obtain the 561 A mercury fringes
shown in Fig. 1.

JOHN W. HILTON
William Jewell College

Liberty, Missouri 64068

j. K. Robertson, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 9, 611 (1924).
2 W. A. Hilton, Am. J. Phys. 30, 724 (1962).
3 A. P. French anl J. H. Smith, Am. j. Phys. 33, 532
(1965).
4 F. M. Phelps III, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 55, 293 (1965).

Edmund Scientific Co. Catalog 671, p. 79, Item No.
30,454, $1.50 per pair.

8 8

41' .

Kit

$ '

l c

Fabry-P t
4 Mich*
Interfe

41

Fig 0-10d.

0-11 FLUORESCENCE AND PHOSPHORESCENCE;
RETARDATION DEMONSTRATION

Fluorescence and
0,

phosphorescence are
demonstrated with materials shown in Fig
0-11. The retardation demonstration uses
a vibrating meter stick. When viewed
with a thin transparent film over one
eye,- the difference 'in* optical path to
each eye causes the meter stick (end) to
appear to move in an e11ipae.

cioth

4'

Vibrating Meter
Stick

Paint
on

Glass

4
iikforge._



ATOMIC & NI.i6LEAR PHYSICS

A-1 STRUCTURE OF MATTER

A-la Brownian Motion

A small smoke chamber with

smoke from a lighted match is

plated under a microscope. The

Brownian motion is observed as

the air molecules, strike the

smoke particles. Also shown in
Fig A-la is a small microscope
for vieVing the cubic structure

of salt (NaC1). Since these

are individual demonstrations,-

it may be better to exhibit

them as students enter or leave

the classroom.

A-lb Crystal Lattice Models

eroscope

Smoke
Chamber

4

1 Fig Molal
-1

_

4

Micros
Viewing

Crystals

A-lb Crystal Lattice
Models

Several crystal lattice models

.111111WINNwhich are stored in a movable cart

so that they can be taken easily
from one room to another, together

with large crystals of calcite and

quartz, are useful teaching
,

The following models are avail- 1L-

able: Tungsten, copper, magnesium,
sodium chloride, calcium fluoridg,

calcite, cesium chloride, and dia.-

mond. ( See Fig A-1b)

A-lc Other models

Styrofoam balls and steel

ball bearings may also be

used for crystal models as
shown in Fig A-1c.

Special wooden trays have

been built to hold both the
steel and the styrofoam

balls. (See THE PHYSICS
TEACHEB, September, 19700

110111.1000
1116..uarrc
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ATOMIC.St NUCLEAR PHYSICS

A-2 THE ELECTRON

A-2a Five Properties of Cathode
Rays: (1) Have mass, (2)

Travel-in straight lines, (3)
Fluorescence, (4) May be fo-
cused, (5) May be bent by a
magnetic field. The tubes
shown in Fig A-2a help to
demonstrate these five char-
acteristics of cathode rays.

A-2b Milliken Oil.DroP Experiment

When disqussing the Oil Drop
Experiment, it °may help to
show and describe the equip-
ment for doing this experi-
ment.

,

A-2c Gaseous Discharge Tube (1)

The tube shown in Fig A-2c
may be set up on the lecture
room desk and connected to
the vacuum pump under the ta-
ble. The class may then Ob-
serve the Crookes dark space,
negative gldw, Faraday dark
space, striations, etc.

A-2d Gaseous Discharge Tube (2)

Some students..may be inter-
ested in seeing a more com-
plete vacuum system in one of
the laboratorie's, which in
addition to the one-shown in
the lecture room inclUdes a
diffusion pump, variable pow=
er supply,,, McLeod Gauge,
Pirani Gauge, and a Thermo-
couple Gauge.

-

A-3 ATOMS

A-3a The Periodic Table

Welch and Cenco charts arg on
the lecture room :wall. Stud-
ents may want to purchase
small size charts.

90-

Haw
14aTs

Fig A-2a, Cathode Rays

Straight Fluor- ,Focused Bent in, Hag-
Lines escence netic Field

4- 4- ,

Fig A-2c

par.:4,r

Oil



ATOMIC &. NUCLEAR PHYSICS

A-4 PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT

A-4a The Photoelectric Effect (1)

Fig A-4a shows an electroscope
with a piece of zinc attached.
When the electrosdope is

charged negatively, light from
the mercury source will cause
it to discharge by the photo-
electric effect.. The carbon

arc source may be used in

place of the mercury source.
If the electroscope is

charged positively, the effect
is not observed. Likewise no
discharge is observed, if a

piece of glass is insrted be
tween the m cury source and
a negatively ch rged electro-
scope.

A-4b The Photoelectric ffect (2)

Fig A-4b shows an çangement
for ringing a,bell byJ pointing
a light source at-a hotoelec-

tric cell.

A-4c The Photo-voltaic Effect
-

This is an arrangement for

turning on a light or_ a bell
using a light beam and a pho=
to-voltaic cell.

A-4d Sound on a Light Beam

This is the familiar experi-
ment 'of modulating a light

beam by properly placing a
lamp at the output of an amp-,
lifier with a microphone or a
phono on the input. A photo
detector a few feet' away is
sensitive to the modulated
lightl The signal is amplified-
fied and heard on a speaker.
This has also been done in our
laboratory by modulating a la-
ser beam.

(By C. Don Geilker)

iOj

Fig A-4a Photoelectric Effect (1)

eLkilk

Fig A-4b PhotoelectrieEffect tg5
_-_____ --------.

Detector

Fig A-4c Photo-voltaic Effect

Pig A-4d Sound on a Light-Beam

Cell Light
Jah,

ir
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ATOMIC & NUCLEAR'PHYSICS

A-5 ATOMIC STRUCTURE

A-5a The Thomson Model of the Atom

This "plum.-pudding atom" pro-
posed. by J. J. Thomson. is i

described in H. E. White, 1.

MODERN COLLEGE PHYSICS, 5th

Edition, p 452, and make's a
good demonstration as an in-

to the Bohr model.

A-5b The Bohr Mddel of the Atom

The apparatus shown in Fig
A-5b is helpful, in explaining
the Bohr mOdel of the atom.
An electric motor causes the
electrons, which a.re small
magnets painted with fluorescent paint,
to revolve about the nucleus. If the
lights in the room are turned off-and an
ultraviolet .light source is used to

illuminate the "electrons," a much better
demonstration of the Bohr model of the
atom is observed. Only the "electrons"
and the "nucleus" appear to move.

A-6 SPINNING ELECTRONS

A-6a Larmor Precession

It may help to ,use, a '"bicycle wheel"
"..gyroscope which may be mounted on a ring
,stand. The "bicycle wheel" precesses a-
rounean axis parallel to ,the earth's

gravitational"field, in a manner similar
to a spinning electron in a magnetic
field precessing dround an axis parallei
to the magnetic induction'vector B. This
is shown in Fig A-6a.

A-6b Ionizatign Potential

92

For small classes the apparatus shown in
Fig A-6b will be helpful to demonstrate
the ionization potentials of mercury and
Xenon.

1 02 .



ATOMIC & NUCLEAR PHYSICS

A...7 X Ra s
C.colcalyttzle Medical & Dental G.E.CA-7

A-7a As an'introduction to x rays, I tubes tube

it may be useful to show a

class some of the early'x-ray
,tubes and a present-day tube.
In Fig A-7a a cold .cathode
tube is shown on the left and
a modern-day CA-7 by G.E. is
shown on the right. Old medi-
cal and dental x-ray tubes are
in the center of the photo- Fig A-7a
graph.

A-7b The class may be taken td the
x-ray room and shown the x-ray
equipment (See Fig A-7b). It consists
of a G.E. XRD-1 which has been modified
to use a-G.E. CA-7 tube. A Laue camera
is shown on the right and a powder camera
is shown on the left. A Gefger tube de- 411
tector and a camera for studying pdlari-
zation of x rays are at the center add to
the back. On the far left is apparatus
for small angle x-ray diffraption.

A-7c A Demonstration Goniometer

A reflecting goniometer for measuring in-'
terfacial angles of crystals to within 10
may be demonstrated to the class. Actual
use is limited to one student at a time.

A-7d Crystal Models

Crystal lattice thodels useful .in the
teaching of x-ray diffraction have al-
ready been shown in Ffg A-lb. This fig-
ure shows the number and type of models,
available.

A-7e Laue Photographs

'Several Laue photographs may be obtained
from the x-ray laboratory and projected
on'an overhead projector upon the class-
room screen.

A-7f Powder Patterns

X-ray powder patterns may be obtained
from the x-ray laboratory and projected
oft an overhead projector upon the class-
room screen for the entire class to see.

c. 103
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ATOMIC & NUCLEAR PHYSICS

A-6 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

A-8a E1ectrical Resonance

Each of two Leyden jars Is con-
nected to a rectapgular loop of
large wire. The two electrical
circuits are placed about a

fgot apart and tuned to reso-
nant. There is a gap of about
1 cm between the wire and the
Leyden jars. When, a high volt-
age from our Holtz machine is
placed across one of the cir-
cuits, a small spark will be
observed across the other gap
if the two circuits are tuned
to resonance.

A-8b Mechanical Resonance

Two examples of mechanical re-
sonance are shown.,One consists
of two hack saw blades which
are mounted vertically on a
flexible bar. Small weights are
attached to the upper ends of
the blades. When one blade is
set in vibration, the energy is
transferred to the other. This
process is repeated- several
times.

A small Wilberforce's pendulum
for showing mechanical -reso-
nance is shown in Fig A-81:0. A

much larger one is availade in
the demonstration laboratory.

A-8c Damped Electrical Oscillator

Fig A-8c shows equipment
for demonstrating a damped
electrical oscillation. The
circuit is shown below. Tap
the key and the damped wave
appears on the uscope.

iwr v

,1

Fig A-8a Electrical
Resonance

94

Fig A-8h Mechanical
Resonance

104
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A-9

A-9a.

ATOMIC & NUCLEAR PHYPICS

VACUUM' TUBES

Diodes

The WelCh demonstration power
supply provides a convenient
method for explaining the

thebry of a diode tube. With
the aid of an oscilloscope,0
hatf-wave and full-wave rec- I

tifidatiOn and filtering may
be °shown to the class.

A-9b The triode

Fig A-9b shows demonstration
triode equipment. This is ex-
plained in a paper which is
reprinted from the AMERICAN

, JOURNAL OF PHYSICS, Vol 23,
pp 384-85, September, 1955.

Demonstration Triodes
WALLACE A. HILTON AND GLEN T. CLAYTON

William Jewell College, Liberty, Missouri

o ,
WO tubes, a WL7871 and a 6J5, are used to demo-T. n
strate some of the characteristics of a triode. Figure

1 shows a schematic diagram of the WL787 demonstration
triode, together with two variable power supplies for grid
and plate voltages. Three meters are used to indicate the
grid potential, the platecurrent, and the plate voltage. The
fluorescent plate of the WL787 gives a visual indication of

\ the plate current. The plate voltage may be varied from
0-500 volts, and the grid potential may be varied from
minus 150 volts to plus 150 volts.

The effect of the electrostatk field produceá by the
charged grid is shown by the pattern of the fluorescence
of the plate. When the grid bias is made sufficiently nega-
tive, the plate voltage may be adjusted so that the plate
will fluoresce only between the grid wires. When *the plate
voltage is increased, the entire plate will fluoresce, but the
section between the grid wires will be much brighter. Thisfikshows that the electrons are repelled by the ne ely
charged grid wires, and as they approach are "f nneled"
into the space between them, where theycontinue on to
strike the plate.

If the grid is made positive, its attraction for the elec-
trons causes them to be deviated 'toward the grid wirestr
arid the section of the plate directly behind the wires can
be seen to be brighter.

*A less expensive arrangement consists of a 6J5 or
similar triode mounted on a metal chassis with a neon
glow lamp in the plate circuit. A heavy copper wire ex-
tending about 4 inches above the chassis is connected to
the grid of the tube. The effect of making the grid negative
is shown by bringing the negative electrode of a battery in

4IP

.14100

14; di

111,
40 400
ahe

Fig A -9b Demonstration Triode

Dertookattak re
.1

[

Fin. 1. Schematic diagram of apparatus to demonstrate task prin-
ciples of a triode by using a WL787 or simillar triode, variable powersupplies, and dc meters.

contact with the grid. The neon lamp stops glowing;
however, it will conduct again as soon as the battery lead
to the grid is disconnected.

When studying static electricity in the general physics
course, it is interesting to demonstrate that the glow lamp
may be extinguished by holding an ebonite rod, which
has been stroked with cat fur, a few inches from the grid
electrode.

I A similar tube is used in Item 2152A, W. M. Welch Scientific
Company. Catalog (1954).
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ATOMIC & NUCLEAR PHYSICS

A-9c -VacuuneTube Receiver

The Collins 75 A-2 receiver
(using vacuum tubes) is a
component of the William
Jewell _Radio Interferometer,
and is shown in Fig A-9c.°

A-10 THE SOLID STATE

4-10a A Solid State "Fun Cii"cuit"

Two boxes are used. Only one
wire leads to each box and
only one wire leads out of

(i-t

each box. Swit h 1 turns on
one light. Swi ch 2 turns on
the other lig . Switch 3

turns on both lights. How
does it work? The schematic
is below, and uses four solid
state rectifiers.

A -10b

96

Integrated Circuits

A large selection of transis-
tors and integrated circuits
is available for showing to
the introductory physics
classes. Fig-A-10b shows a
greatly magnified integrated
circuit taken in our labora-
tory with the Unitron metal-
lograph and micrdscope with
camera attachment (see Fig
0-5c). The chip (integrated
circuit) was less than 1

mm in area.

Fig A-9c

las Oottditta

AO.

Fig A-10b Integrated
Circuit, Scaler of 10
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ATOMIC & NUCLEAR PHYSICS

A-11 FRAMES OF REFERENCE

A-11a The PSSC 16 mm sound film "Frames
of Reference" is. a good teaching
aid for this topic.

-A-12 LASERS AND INTERFEROMETERS

A-12a Equipment described in experi-
ments 0-10c and d and Fig 0-10c
and Fig 0-10d will be helpful for-
demonstrations on lasers and in-
terferometers.
-

A-13 ELEOTRON OPTICS

A-13a Cathode Ray Oscilloscope

The cathode ray oscilloscope has
been used several times for demon-
strations (Fig A-80 and Fig A-9a);
however, to help explain its oper-
ation the electron gun from a 5BP
la cathode ray tube is helpful.

Electron Diffraction

The Welch Electron Diffraction ap-
paratus is shown in Fig A-13b. It
is used primarily as'an experiment
in the Atomic and Nuclear labora:-
tory, but may be used as a demon-
stration in an introductory phys.
ics class. Care should be taken
to keep the current at 15 ma or
less.

A-13c Electron Microscope

Small groups may be taken to see
the Electron Microscope. See Fig
A-13c.

-

.A-13b

Oft
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ATOMIC St. NUCLEAR PHYSICS

A-14 MICROWAVES, RADIO, TV

X-14a S-Band and X-Band Microwaves

e 'The equipment shown inFig 0-
7e, Fig 0-7f, and .Fig 07.7g

will be helpful.in explaining
12-cm_and 3=cm Midrowave appa-
ratus.

A-14b Radio Receiver and Transmit-
ter

Fig A-;,14b shows a demonstra-
. tion A.M. receiver for the
regular broadcast band: 550-

kHz -a 1500 kHz. A low-power
dej,.nstration A.M. transmitter
lach will-transmit "up to a
distance of 50 feet is also
shown in Fig A-14b. Two micro-
phones and a record slayer are
available to modulate the
transmitter. In operation, the
receiver may be placed across
the room from the transmitter.

A-15 RADIOACTIVITY

A-15a DetectionOT-Radioactivity

Two boxes of six different ma-
terials, some of which are ra-
dioactive, are placed on top
-of a sheet of Polaroid Type
57, Black & White, 4" .x 5"

sheet film and left overnight.
The next day the film is 4e-
veloped (use roller) in the
classroom so that the students
may see which of the 12 sam-
ples are radioactive. They may
also be checked with a Geiger
counter and scaler.(Fig A-15a)

A-15b Cloud Chambers

The department has several
cloud chambers, three of which
are shown in Fig A-15b. The
two diffusion cloud chambers
require dry ice. Small amoupts
of dry ice may be Made inOur
department with the . CRC
"Frigimat" Dry Ice Maker. Care ,

should be used in operating. L---
this equipment.
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Fig A-14b \Radio Receiver and Tr

15b Cloud Chambers
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ATOMIC & NUCLEAR PHYSIC6

A-15c Range of Alpha Particles and
Alpha Particle Counter

st,The range oP alpha particle
apparatus requires a dark-
room; however, the techniques
of operation and use may be
mote easily demonstrated in
the classroom. Some students

4 may want to do the expetiment
in a darkroom.

The Ceneo Alpha Particle
Counter consists of am alpha
particle source, a spark
chamber, and a 5000 VDC pieWer
supply. The unit may be con-.
nected to a scaler for-count-
ing the number of alpha par-
ticles which ionize the air
in the spark chamber to pro-
duce a spark.

A-15d Half-Life Measurements

Approximately 22 ft3 of air
per minute is passed through
a filter which is attached to
one end of the air sampler
shown in Fig A-15d. The col-
ected radioactive dust (col-
lected on the filter paper)
is then placed under a G.M.
tube of a count-rate meter
or a "Radioassay" electro-
scope (Fig A-15d) to measure
the half-life of the mater-

1.7

ials collected A more cbm-
plete descript on is given in
the following reprint from
AMERICAN JOURNAL 1YF PHYSICS,
Vol 28, pp 743-744, November
1960.

Measurement of Half-Life
WALLACE A. HILTON MID ROGEA C. CRAWF:ORD

William Jewell College, Liberty, Missouri

EXPERIMENTS1 for the determination of half-life of
the ever present short-lived isotopes fronitthe air have

been suggested using various types of equipment:
This type of everiment may also be performed using an

air sampler, Geiger-Mueller tube, count rate meter, and a
strip chart recorder. Approxhnately 22 cu ft of air per min
is passed through the filter paper which is attached to One
end of the air sampler for about 30 min. Particles of dust,
etc., which contain the radioactive isotopes are collected
on the filter paper, which is then placed under the Geiger-
Mueller tube. The activity of the sample is then read on the
rate meter and a permanent record is made by the stdp
chart recorder.

Figure 1 shows a record obtained on May 16, 1959 when
the initial rate was 850 counts/min and after about 45 min
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FM 1. Record of Radioactive decay. May 16, 1959.

was 425 counts/min. This includes background and all
radioactive isotopes collected on the filter paper.

T. Handley Diehl and C. Don Gellker, Science Teacher 25, 442
(1958).
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A-15 EManation Electroscope

The Welch Emanation electroscope is udeful as an individual demonstra-
tion or as a laboratory experiment. It is described in the following
paper.

,
4ovember, 1961

Reprinted frod AliERICAN JOURNAL, OF PHYSICS, Vol. 29, No. 11, 789-790,

Emanation Electroscope
WALLAcu A. Maori

William Jewell College, Liberty, Missouri

A revieW written at the request of the Committee
on Apparatus of the AAPT.

THE Welch Emanation electroscope which is shown
in Fig. 1 serves as the basis for an interesting and

instructive experinient for the measuring of the half-life
of a radioactive material.

It is small, measuring 14 in. in height and is mounted on
a wooden base 7X 10 in. It appears to be well constructed,
not too elaborate, . but attractive in appearance. No
problem in maintenance or repair has been observed by the
12 students and staff members, who used and tested this
equipment in the performance of this basic experiment on
the measurement of the half-life of the radioactive material
furnished with the unit.

The apparatus is based, on a design, the principle of
which has been in use for several years.2 The unit is made
of three metal chambers which are mounted vertically, one
above another. A microstope is mounted on the top
chamber so as to observe the deflection of the leaf of the
electroscope which is connected to a collector in the ioni-
zation chamber immeaiatly below. Thorium emanation
is pumped into the icailzation chamber from the storage
and filter bottles which are housed in the lower chamber
as shown in Fig. 2. A double-valved rubber bulb is used to

'pump the thorium emanation, through the filter bottle and
into the middle chamber where is surrounds the collector
and causes the leaf to discharge.

A 150- to 300-v battery or a regulated power supply may
be used to charge the electroscope. The 180-v output of the
Welch No. 0620K power unit has been found satisfactory.

100
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Flo. 1, The Welch emanatioq electroscope, .

2"w x3$4
Mo. 2. Schematic drawing of the unit.

The leaf may also be charged by means of the electrostatic
charging rod which is included as a part of the unit, how-
ever it takes a little more time to get the leaf back into the
exact position for the next observation. The leaf is con-
nected to the charging potential by a contact button on
top of the unit.

After the thorium emanation is pumped into the ioniza-
tion chamber, the rate of fall of the leaf through some
arbitrary scale distance, as-seen through the microscope,
is observed. This is repeated several times until sufficient
data are obtained tO plot a decay curve and to calculate
the half-life.

The manufacturer states that the radioactive material
(thorium oxide) furnished with,,the unit is adequate for
years of use and that it causes no contamination Problem
since it has low activity and is circulated in a system that
is normally closed to the atmosphere.'

The apparatus is easy to understand and is simple to
operate and to maintain. It is recommended for use in a
basic experiment in the introductory laboratory.

No 619 Emanation electroscope, W. M. Welch Scientific Company.
S1S Sedgwick St. Chicago 10, Illinois. Price $60.00.

2 K. T. fiainbridge and J. C. Street, Am. Phys. Teacher 6, 99-102
(1938).
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A-15f Half-Life of Silver

The measurement of the half-
life of silver activated by a
neutron source (Fig A-18a) is
done in the introductory lab-
oratory and may also be done
as a lecture demonstration ex-
periment.

A-16 BETA AND GAMMA RAY ABSORPTION
.AND SPECTROSCOPY

A-166 Beta and Gamma Ray Absorption

Equipment for demonstrating a, a,
and y ray absorption is ,shown
Fig A-16a. A set of aluminum absorb-
ers is also shown.

Fig A-16a Absorption
of 8 and y Rays.

axci

in

A-16b Beta and Gamma Ray Spectroscopy

While experiments with this equipment
are usually done in thq junior-level
laboratory, the equipment is located
in a corridor demonstration room and
may be shown to small groups. A Nal
(Th) crystal isl used for the detec-
tion of gamma rays and an anthracene
crystal detects beta particles.

A-17 PARTICLE ACCELERATORS

A-17a Van de Graaff Machine

Fig A-17a shows two small
Van de Graaff machines which
may-be used to demonstrate
some of the principles of
this type accelerator.

lii

Fig A-16b Spectroscopy

Fig A-17a Van de Graaff

434.
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A18 NEUTRON AND GAMNA RAY REACTIONS

A-18a Neutron Howitzer

A 2-curie neutron source is stlown in
Fig A-18a together with a BF3\neu-
tron detector, scaler and ratpmeter
for measuring the neutron flux with-
in the neutron howitzer. Care should
be used when moving the howitzer in-
to the lecture room. The neutron
source is used for several experi-
ments in the introductory and inter-
mediate laboratories.

A-18b Radiation Dletectors

Fig A-18b shows a Baird-Atomic Model
415 Survey Meter which will detect
alpha, beta, and gamma radiation.
Also shown is a Baird-Atomic Model
SN-87 Slow Neutron Monitor. These
detectors may be used with the neu-
tron howitzer.

A-18c Half-Life of Radioactive Silver

A silver half-dollar placed near the

1$a Neutron
Howitzer

SF3 Neutron
etector

.S411b Radiation ps

0, Y.. Slow "--

neutron source becomes radioactive.
Half-life measurements may be made
as in Experiment A-15f.

A-18d Radioactive Plate Source
$

Several years ago red "Fiesta"
plates could be purchased at many
stores. One such plate and a salt
shaker are shown in Fig A-18d. Acti-
vity may be checked using a Geiger
counter (see Experiment A-16a).
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A-19 MOSSBAUER EFFECT AND NUCLEAR
MAGNETIC RESONANCE

A-19a Mossbauer Effect

This has been an independent
study project; however, the

equipment _is available for

demonstration purposes.

A-19b Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

This equipment is prilarily
for independent study and re-
search by .Rhysics majors;

however, it day be shown to
small groups.

A-20a ZEEMAN EFFECT'

. it The Mossb

4

This experiment is set up

once each year in the Optics
Laboratory, at which time it ?

may be demonstrated to small
groups. Fig A-20a shows the Fabry-

Perot, the magnet and light source

(neon), and the magnet power supply.
Theepectrometer is to the left of the
Fabry-Perot, but not shown in the pho-

tograph.

A-21a THE ATOMIC NUCLEUS.

The Welch Rutherford Scattering exper-
iment is done in a sophomore labora-
tory, but it may be demonstrated in
the classroom as an introduction, to
the experiment.

3 103
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A722 REACTOR PHYSICS

A-22a The Ray-Actor

Fig A-22a shows an Atomic
Laboratories Ray-Actor whicb
is an electronic device in
which the electronic circuit
parameters are substituted
for those encountered when
operating a nuclear reactor.
It has not worked very well;
hiiwever, 4t may have value
in some pall classes when

tor uhysics is being
studied.

A-23 LEMENTARY PARTICLES

A-23a Nuclear Emulsion Plates

104

We have several nuclear emul-
sion plates which have been '

exposed to radiation at
Brookhaven National Labora-
tory. When these plates are
placed under a microscope
photographic-emulsion stars
may be observed. Fig A-23a
is a photographic-mulsion
star taken with our Unitron
microscope. See Fig 0-50.

Fig A-22a The Ray-Actor
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